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A thermodynamic analysis of forced geoheat recovery from aquifers

has been accomplished. The system investigated consists of a single

recharging-discharging well pair, in a horizontally extensive aquifer,

with either power generation or space heating as surface applications.

The space heating systems investigated are (i)direct heating, (ii)heat

pumps and (iii)a combination of direct heating and heat pumps. The

thermodynamic performance parameters considered arc the effectiveness

(Second Law Efficiency) and fossil fuel savings.

Previous work on this problem has considered only the surface

system with a specified temperature at the wellhead. Also, in the

previous work, the surface system was either power generation only or

heating only. This thesis includes the subsurface system in the analy-

sis and the surface application of this work is treated as an important

parameter. Due to the interaction between the surface and subsurface

systems, the load conditions and geologic conditions play important

roles in determining the optimum operation.



The analysis indicates that the well separation should be large

enough to insure a constant production temperature during the project

life time. For high temperature resources(higher than about 435 K),

power generation yields the best performance and is therefore recom-

mended. The relative desirability of the combination(heating and heat

pumps) requires consideration of the load condition, resource tempera-

ture and other geologic conditions. Such evaluations for these automat-

ically determine the appropriate ranges of direct heating. The optimum

operation of each system is also dependent on the same parameters as

well as the injection temperature.

Analysis also has been done on a given well system with a small

well separation. In such a case, operation must be continued after ther-

mal breakthrough in order to obtain a moderate output for the life of

the system. Power generation and the combination do not have good per-

formance with this model. Direct heating, with careful control of flow

rate, appears to be the preferred system. For low temperature resources,

heat pumps can only be used with careful control of the flow rate and

injection temperature.
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THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

SYSTEMS WITH FORCED RECOVERY FROM AQUIFERS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 General

A geothermal resource can be simply defined as a reservoir in

the earth's crust from which thermal energy can be extracted

economically and utilized for generating electric power or heating.

Radioactive decay of unstable isotopes such as uranium, thorium and

potassium continuously generate thermal energy within the earth[1]

and the thermal energy content of the earth is estimated to be

13x 103° Joules. However, under normal geothermal conditions, it is

not economical to exploit this enormous heat reservoir. High

temperature zones within the earth's crust and the availability of

fluid in these zones are essential in exploiting geothermal energy.

The normal geothermal gradient is only about 3K per 100m within

the earth's crust. However, in some regions of the world, the

geothermal gradient is much greater than the normal one. These

anomalous regions which generally are associated with young

volcanism are usually regarded as geothermal resources. High

temperature alone is not sufficient for a geothermal resource to be

exploited. The high temperature zone must be filled with fluid at a

depth which can be reached by drilling and the fluid must be
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available in great quantities. This zone must also have a great con-

tact area between the rock and fluid in order to have efficient heat

exchange between them. Only water or steam occurs in the necessary

quantities in nature. The hot water or the steam can be exploited

through drilling holes.

1.1.2 Classification of Systems

Geothermal resources are conveniently divided into four basic

types: the vapor-dominated systems; the hot water geothermal systems;

the geopressured systems; and the hot dry rock systems.

Vapor-dominated systems: These can be subdivided into two types: dry

steam systems or wet steam systems. Dry steam systems are relatively

rare, however the most important and successful geothermal power

developments in the world today are associated with the development

of these systems(in Larderello, Italy; in The Geysers, California;

in Matsukawa, Japan). In such systems, the continuous phase within

the pore space is that of steam. Temperatures are typically in the

range of 490-520K. Wet steam systems are the underground reservoirs

of hot water which have temperatures close to the boiling temperature

at the pressure in the reservoir. Upon the opening of a well into

the reservoir, the pressure can be released thus allowing the

production of a mixture of steam and water. Temperatures are usually

in the range of 450-640 K.

Hot water geothermal systems are sometimes called low temperature

geothermal systems. Water temperature is sufficiently below the
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boiling temperature at that pressure in the reservoir, thus allowing

the production of liquid geothermal fluid. In order to have a purely

liquid state production down-hole pumps may be required. The

temperature varies from 330 to 450 K.

Geopressured geothermal systems are reservoirs located in deep

sedimentary strata in regions where rock compaction has taken place

over extended periods of time, and where an effective shale seal

has formed. Under conditions of such shale compression which

squeezes water out of the shale matrix into adjacent sand bodies,

the water acquires an internal pressure greater than the ordinary

hydrostatic pressure at that depth. The attractiveness of this form

of resource lies in the fact that three types of energy may be

extracted: hydraulic energy(by virtue of the high pressure), thermal

energy(by virtue of the high temperature) and fossil energy(by

virtue of dissolved methane gas). Temperatures as high as 510 K

have been encountered in some geopressured reservoirs in the Gulf

Coast of the United States with wellhead pressures as high as 76000

kPa or more.

Hot dry rock systems exist where the geothermal temperature gradient

is high within the earth's crust without any fluid availability to

store or transport the thermal energy. Considerable research effort

is presently being devoted to methods of introducing cold water into

hot dry rock systems with natural or artificially induced fractures,

and extracting heated water through a pattern of appropriately

drilled holes in the vicinity of the injected holes.
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Superheated or saturated steam from geothermal resources is the

most important source of geothermal power generation. Hot water from

geothermal resources can be used for either power generation or

heating depending on the resource temperature and other site

specific conditions. It is generally considered that electricity

generation is not presently economically feasible for resources

with temperatures below about 423 K. Geothermal resources with

temperatures below 423 K can be used for direct heating. If the

resource temperature is too low for direct heating applications a

heat pump system may be used to upgrade the thermal energy of

geothermal fluid[2].

1.2 Performance of Geothermal Systems

In the geothermal energy systems, several system variables such

as well flow rate, allowable temperature drop and type of application

greatly influence their thermodynamic performances. Several authors

have considered these problems so far.

Reistad et al.[3] have analyzed the thermodynamic performance

of several types of geothermal systems. Their work is based on the

assumptions of liquid state geothermal fluid and given flow rate at

constant temperature. On this basis, they have shown the optimum

type of heating system which maximizes the effectiveness' as a

function of resource temperature. The effectiveness comparison of

1 For complete definition, see Chapter III.
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each system is based on the calculations of optimum allowable

temperature drop of each system.

Walter[4] has considered the optimization problem of geothermal

power generation. His analysis is also based on the assumptions of

liquid state geothermal fluid and given flow rate. Using the iso-

butane binary cycle system, optimum turbine inlet pressure which

maximizes the effectiveness is shown in his work as a function of

resource temperature(turbine inlet pressure is strongly a function of

temperature drop of geothermal fluid).

On the other hand, Steidel[5] has considered the optimum well

flow rate which maximizes the available power at the wellhead from

either dry steam or wet steam fields.

1.3 Problem Statement

The above studies are mostly limited to the performances of the

surface systems. However, what actually happens in the subsurface

system can affect the overall performances significantly and such

subsurface performances may be closely related to the system

variables. Unfortunately, many features of the subsurface system

are still obscure. Also there are many different features that

could occur depending on the given geologic conditions.

The particular geothermal energy resource considered in this

work is a homogeneous aquifer bounded top and bottom by impermeable

aquicludes. The aquifer is assumed to be saturated with hot water

and this hot water is assumed to be produced as a purely liquid
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state at the wellhead. It is further assumed that the used geother-

mal fluid is reinjected back into the producing reservoir. The flow

characteristics and heat exchanging characteristics of such types

of geothermal energy resources are relatively well known. Such

features will be addressed in Chapter II.

Reinjection of used geothermal fluid into the producing

reservoir has been proposed by many investigators as an effective

way to avoid or alleviate the following problems which might be

associated with a specific geothermal energy system:

1) Disposal of used geothermal fluid with minimum environmental

impact

2) Land subsidence due to the reduced pressure in the reser-

voir fluid withdrawal

3) Depletion of fluid in the reservoir

This procedure also permits the partial recovery of the thermal

energy contained in the rock materials in the aquifer. However,

reinjection creates a zone of relatively cold water around each

injection well. These zones will grow with time and will eventually

reach the production wells. After thermal breakthrough occurs, the

production temperature starts to decrease drastically. It is thus

important to design the system of production-reinjection wells in

order to prevent the cold region breakthrough before a specified

time. If continued operation after thermal breakthrough is desired,

more careful control of flow rate and temperature drop of geother-

mal fluid is required to maximize the performance of overall
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operation because these variables are closely related to the

production temperature after thermal breakthrough.

For such type of energy resource, it may be readily seen that

the interactions between the surface conversion system and the

subsurface energy resource play important roles in determining the

overall system performance. Reinjection temperature and flow rate

are considered as important interaction parameters. For instance,

reinjection temperature is an important factor in determining the

performance of the surface system. As reinjection temperature increases,

conversion efficiency(for power generation or heat pump) increases

but the amount of energy available in the system decreases. Also

reinjection temperature greatly affects the subsurface performance.

Low reinjection temperature causes the growing of a high viscosity

zone around the reinjection well which means the required pump work

for the geothermal fluid circulation becomes high. Buoyancy effect

which reduces the pump work when cold water is reinjected is also

not small for the aquifers at the depths of order of several

thousand meters. This pump work reducing effect is high when

reinjection temperature is low. Considering the low available

energy of thermal water, it is evident that pump work is an impor-

tant factor for the overall performance. Flow rate is also closely

related to the pump work and the amount of energy yielded in the

surface system. The time required for the thermal breakthrough is

also mainly a function of flow rate. If continued operation after

thermal breakthrough is desired(especially when the well separation
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is limited to small dimension), both quantities, reinjection temper-

ature and flow rate, play more important roles for the subsurface

performance because these quantities largely determine the produc-

tion temperature after thermal breakthrough. Including the geother-

mal energy resource in the overall performance analysis thus

brings about such interaction problems between the surface and

subsurface systems which also give rise to many interesting new

problems.

This thesis aims at a more complete thermodynamic analysis

of the geothermal systems by including the geothermal energy

reservoir. The primary object of the present work is to evaluate the

range of system variables which provide the best range of overall

performance. The thermodynamic performance parameters considered in

this work are the effectiveness and fossil fuel savings. These con-

cepts will be explained in Chapter III.

Figure 1.1 shows the system being investigated which consists

of one production and one reinjection well. Hot geothermal fluid

produced at the production well enters the surface system which

may be either an electric or a non-electric application. Used

geothermal fluid is reinjected back into the same reservoir through

the reinjection well. This results in a cold zone growing around the

reinjection well. The geothermal applications being investigated

here are electricity generation and residential heating. Direct

heating, combination of direct heating and heat pumps and heat pumps

alone are all considered as potential heating systems.
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2. HOT WATER AQUIFERS

Aquifers are underground formations which transmit and store

water in pore space within rocks. Most readily exploitable geother-

mal energy in the western United States resides in the aquifers

saturated with hot water. Aquifers bounded top and bottom by

impermeable materials are called confined aquifers.

Depending on the type of geothermal fluid extraction, three

categorizations may be possible: the free flow systems; the partially

forced systems; and the forced geoheat recovery systems. In the

free flow systems, sufficient pressure head of geothermal fluids

maintains the required borehole flow. The partially forced systems

involve down-hole pumping to compliment the natural pressure head

of the geothermal fluids to maintain or increase the borehole flow.

The third type, forced geoheat recovery systems rely on an artifi-

cial recharge of the used geothermal fluids into the producing

reservoir. Thus in the forced geoheat recovery systems, the well

systems must consist of production and reinjection wells and the

pumping work is essential. The advantages and problems of reinjec-

tion of used geothermal fluids into the producing aquifers were

already discussed in Chapter I.

The geothermal energy resources of interest in this work are

forced geoheat recovery systems of confined aquifers. Two major

characteristics must be understood in such systems before going

to detailed analyses; the flow characteristics and the heat
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exchanging characteristics in aquifers. These two phenomena will

be discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, head

loss through aquifers will be discussed.

2.1 Fluid Flow in Aquifers

The ground-water flow is governed by Darcy's law which may be

expressed as

dh
V - -K df (2.1)

where V is the Darcy velocity; h is the hydraulic head and 1 is

the length along the flow path. The proportionality constant K is

called the hydraulic conductivity. The kinetic energy term which is

proportional to the square of the velocity is neglected in h because

ground-water velocities are very small, at least in laminar flow.

Thus

h = z + + arbitrary constant
pg

(2.2)

where z is the elevation above an arbitrary datum plane, p is the

pressure sustained by the fluid, p is the density of the fluid and

g is the gravitational constant.

The hydraulic conductivity K is related to the intrinsic

2 The Darcy velocity is a fictitious flow velocity or a specific

discharge which is defined as V=Q/Ac where Q is the volume flow

rate and A
c

is the cross sectional area of a porous medium. To

find the true velocity between the grains, V must be divided by

porosity which is defined as a void space fraction of a given

volume of porous medium. Unless otherwise specified, the velocity

in this work refers to the Darcy velocity.



permeability k of the medium by

K- kog (2.3)
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p

in which p is the viscosity of the fluid. As is evident from

Equation (2.1), K has the dimensions of a velocity. The darcy unit

is adopted as a measure of the intrinsic permeability k which has

the dimensions of an area. One darcy is equal to 0.987x10-12m2.

Darcy's law, originally given for one-dimensional flow only,

can be generalized to apply to three dimensional flow. For a

homogeneous and isotropic porous medium,

-1 ;11 BhV =-K V =-K-- , V =-K
x 9x

,

y y
(2.4)

where V
x'

Vy, Vz are the velocity components of x, y, z axis

respectively in the Cartesian coordinate system.

From this it is seen that cl) = Kh is really velocity potential-

a function whose negative gradient gives the velocity vector.

Equation (2.4) may be conveniently combined into the single vector

equation as

= -7(1). (2.5)

Equation (2.4) or Equation (2.5) may be considered as a substitute

for the Navier-Stokes equations in this type of flow problem.

The validity of Darcy's law falls in the region of laminar

flow where the Reynolds number is less than 1. Reynolds number has

been established in the flow through porous media, namely
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in which d is the characteristic length which is usually chosen as

any reasonable average diameter of the grains in the porous medium.

Combining Equation (2.4) with the equation of conservation of

mass, the equation for ground-water flow in a homogeneous, isotropic

porous medium can be established. The equation of conservation of

mass in the porous medium can be shown3 as

a(pV ) a(pV )
A z P¢)

ax By az at
(2.7)

For incompressible fluid and rigid porous medium, both p and ¢

may be taken as constant. For such a case, Equation (2.7), by

combining with Equation (2.4), becomes

a2h a2h a2h

ax2 9372 az2
= 0 (2.8)

which is the so-called Laplace's equation. In the ground-water flow

through aquifers, the compressibilities of both the fluid and

aquifer are usually not neglected. The compressibility of the

fluid is related to the fluid density by

n-a
ap

' at
p

at
(2.9)

3 The equation of conservation of mass in the porous medium takes

the same form as that of fluid dynamics except the porosity, ¢,

which comes into play in the storage term. See Davis and DeWiest

[6} for the- derivation of Equation (2.7).
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The compressibility of aquifer is essentially due to the vertical

compression or expansion of aquifer which causes the changes in

porosity. By introducing the concept of vertical compressibility of

the granular skeleton of the medium

dz/z
a - -do (2.10)

where z is the vertical length and oz is the vertical stress of

the medium, it can be shown[6] that

Do

at
-(1-O)a

at
.

(2.11)

By combining Equations (2.4), (2.9) and (2.11) with the Equation

(2.7), the final equation of ground-water flow can be established.

Detailed analyses are shown in the textbook by Davis and DeWiest[6].

Therefore, it may be enough to present simply their final equation

here. The final equation of ground-water flow is

92h a2h 92h ah s ah
aX2 Dy2 g'4)DZ K at

(2.12)

in which Ss= og[(1-0a + 0] is called the specific storage.

The ah/az term may be neglected for most cases since the multiplier

B is very small for liquid water. The right-hand side becomes zero

in the steady state. Thus it is seen again that the steady state

equation becomes Laplace's equation for such cases. For two-

dimensional flow,

a2h a2h Ss all (2.13)

ax2
aye

K at
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is obtained from Equation (2.12). Two-dimensional flow cases arise

in the problem of horizontal aquifers of uniform thickness which

are completely filled with fluids and pierced by wells penetrating

the whole thickness. For two-dimensional steady flow, the two-

dimensional Laplace's equation

22h 22h
= 0 (2.14)

@x2 @y2

can be obtained. Two-dimensional steady flow makes it possible to

use the powerful tools of hydrodynamics. The concept of velocity

potential 01) = Kh as is seen in Equation (2.5) is valid for the

medium of constant K. By means of the Cauchy-Riemann equation, the

conjugate harmonic function Ip(stream function) can be determined

such that the complex potential function W(z)=1(x,y)+iip(x,y) is an

analytic function of the complex variable, z=x+iy.

When steady state is established, the effect of initial

conditions disappear and the flow is fully governed by boundary

conditions only. Therefore, steady state establishment requires

sufficient time elapsing. However, if perfect incompressibilities

of both fluids and aquifers can be assumed, the velocity of

propagation of disturbances in the porous medium can be infinite.

Such a case would result in an instant establishment of steady state

and each state caused by changing boundary conditions may be assumed

as a continuous succession of steady state[7] appropriate to the

corresponding instantaneous values of the boundary conditions.

Therefore, the time variable does not appear in the governing
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equation for this case. For ground-water flow, both fluid and

medium may be somewhat compressible. However, the required time for

the establishment of steady state is relatively small if the flow

dimensions are moderate and the medium is completely filled with

liquid. Muskat[7] has shown that the establishment of steady state

would take a time of the order of

t

A.; 2
YPiire

4k
(2.15)

where r e is the flow dimension. For the production-reinjection well

system, the separation between the wells may be considered as the

flow dimension even though the aquifers themselves are considered to

be very large or infinite. This can be done since the features of

particular interest are the mutual interactions of the wells. The

water at 343K shows a compressibility value of 4.5x10-1°sec2m/kg

and viscosity of 0.42x10-3kg/msec . Thus for a system with (1)=0.2,

k=200mD and r
e
=300m, t is found to be only 1.2 hours if the aquifers

are filled with water at the temperature of 343 K. This value is

very small in relation to the overall problem.

The concept of continuous succession of steady state thus may

be applied for most practical cases except when flow dimensions are

very large4 or significant amount of vapors are presents in the

ground-water systems.

4 The time required for the establishment of steady state is propor-
tional to the square of flow dimension as is seen from Equation

(2.15).

It is shown[7] that the normal compressibility of water can be
raised to an effective value 10 times as great by a distributed
gas volume of only 4.5%, at 100 atm.
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Often in the geothermal well systems, the required borehole

flow may change to meet the required load. Especially when the

continued operation after the thermal breakthrough is desired, the

borehole flow may be required to increase continuously due to the

production temperature decreasing. However, the increasing rate may

be very small considering the large time scale of geothermal well

operation, usually several tens of years. Hence, for moderate

dimensions of geothermal well systems(usually several hundred meters

of well separation cases), the assumption of steady state or

continuous succession of steady state can be applied if the aquifers

are completely filled with liquid water. Also it is possible to use

Laplace's equation for most practical cases. Especially for the

two-dimensional flow case, the complex potential function is

available.

2.2 Production Temperature of Production-Reinjection Well Systems

A simple mathematical model for investigating the non-steady

temperature behavior of a pumped aquifer during reinjection of a

fluid at a temperature different from that of the native water has

been developed by Gringarten and Sauty[8]. Their model is based upon

many simplified assumptions, from which analytical solutions can be

obtained. Assumptions of their model are listed below:

1) The aquifer is assumed to be horizontal and of uniform

thickness b. The cap rock and bed rock are impermeable

to flow and of infinite extent in the vertical direction.

The system is thus symmetrical with respect to the midplane

of the aquifer.
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2) The flow field is assumed to be two-dimensional steady
state with wells fully penetrated the aquifer. The total
injection rate Q is constant and equal to the total
production rate. Thus the flow field due to the recharging
and discharging wells is superimposed on a natural system
of areal parallel flow.

3) Initially, the water and rock in the aquifer and the cap
rock and bed rock are at the same temperature To. At time
t=0 the temperature of the injected water is set equal to
Ti and is maintained constant thereafter. Thermal equilib-
rium is supposed to take place instantaneously between the
water and the rock in the aquifer.

4) Horizontal conduction is neglected in the aquifer. Further-
more, the aquifer is assumed to be thin enough that the
temperature is always uniform in the vertical direction.

5) Horizontal conduction is also neglected in the cap rock
and bed rock.

6) The cap rock or bed rock temperature is assumed to be equal
to the aquifer temperature at the point of contact.

7) The product of the density and the heat capacity for both
the water and the rock, and the cap rock vertical thermal
conductivity, are constant. Differences in viscosity
between the injected water and the native water are
neglected. A "no-mixing" condition and piston-like displace-
ment are assumed in the aquifer.

The above assumptions thus allow each stream channel leaving a

particular well to be treated independently. The production

temperature is a mixed temperature of water from all of the stream

channels that reach the production well.

The temperature corresponding to a particular stream channel

bounded by stream lines t and t+dt, can be described by a one-

dimensional function Ti/i(S,t) in the aquifer and by a two-dimensional

function T
t

R
(S"z t) in the cap rock or bed rock, S being the stream

channel area from the corresponding injection well(Figure 2.1.A).



From the energy balance on an element of stream channel between

the areas S and S+dS from the injection well(Figure 2.1.B) the

governing differential equation for the water temperature can be

written as

2,7(S,t) bpC w3T*(S,t) R "z t)w
2 w w

+ 7 A A
lz=0

(2.16)

where q is the flow rate within the stream channel, pwCw is the

volumetric heat capacity of water, pACA=OwCw+(l-OprCr is the

aquifer volumetric heat capacity(prCr being the volumetric heat

capacity of the rock in the aquifer and p being the porosity of

aquifer), KR is the cap rock thermal conductivity and b is the

thickness of the aquifer. The cap rock temperature is governed by

'82?"(S z t) p
R
C
R R

n3/)'
'

(S z t)
R

z2 KR at
z>0 (2.17)
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where pRCR is the cap rock volumetric heat capacity. Equation (2.16)

can be treated as a boundary condition of Equation (2.17). Other

boundary and initial conditions are

T*(S,O,t) = T(S,t)
R w

T11) (0,0 = T.
1

'?(S,m
'

0 = T
oR

?"(S z 0) = Tw(S,O) = T
oR

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

where T. is the injection temperature.

The simultaneous solution of Equations (2.16) and (2.17)
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Figure 2.1. (A) Visualization of a stream channel. (B) Energy

balance on a stream channel element.
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subject to conditions (2.18)-(2.21) is easily obtained[9,10].

The result for the water temperature is

T - t) (D C KT1/)(S,
w SRRR)1/2 1

i] (2.22)erfc[
To- T. q pwCw {t_(cACA/pwCw)(bs/01-1
o

The water temperature at the production well within an elementary

stream channel, 14(0, is obtained by substituting the total stream

channel area between two wells, Smax
, for S in Equation (2.22).

The non-dimensional expression of the result is

T - T (0 S
max

/D2 S

= erfc[ X (t m"
/D2

-1
T

o

- T
w
. q/Q

{
D q/Q

1

o

] (2.23)

pwCwpACA Qb p C
w
Qt

w
where X=

PRCRKRD2

, t
D pACA D-b

, D is some characteristic

length and Q is the production rate of the production well. Smax

and q are actually differential elements. By defining A as an area

bounded by the stream line IP and some arbitrary datum stream line,

S
max

can be expressed as dA. Also di can be defined as q. Substi-

tuting Smax/q in Equation (2.23) by dA/dip results in

To- T(t) d(A/D2) d(A/D2)1-1/2].
{ X(t

D d(WQ)
w erfc [

T - Ti d(IP/Q)To-
(2.24)

The production temperature at the production well at a given time

t
D

is then obtained by intergrating the right-hand side of Equation

(2.24) with respect to * for all stream channels that have reached

the production well at tD:

To- T
w
(t)

d(A/D2) d(A/D2)1-111d(Lb.\

T
= Serfc [

d(4)/Q)
{ X(t

D d(11)/Q) `QJ

o
- T.

(2.25)
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Equation (2.25) is Gringarten and Sauty's general solution. It can

be evaluated only after the flow pattern for a particular well

system and set of assumptions is prescribed. Once the flow pattern

is known the term d(A/D2) /d(ip /Q) can be evaluated. This evaluation

is usually done by numerical computations except in very simple

cases.

It should be noted that small scale details of the aquifer

temperature field cannot be predicted well from the above model due

to many simplified assumptions. However, it is generally believed

that the prediction of the production temperature from the above

equation is not bad. Actually, the horizontal heat conduction

results in thermal dispersion and smoothing the thermal front. The

gravitational effect due to the density difference between injected

water and native water results in the thermal front tilting with the

cold temperature front advancing faster near the bottom of the

aquifer than that near the top when injected water temperature is

lower than that of the native water. These effects generally

accelerate the advancement of the thermal front. The viscosity

difference between the injected water and native water affects the

flow field and also the thermal front movement. When cold water is

injected in a single recharging-discharging well pair, the flow

rate in the stream channel close to the straight line leading from

the injection to the production well decreases because of the

growing resistance to the flow due to the relatively high viscosity

of the injected cold water in this stream channel. This results in
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the retarding of the movement of the thermal front. On the other hand,

if injected water is warmer than the aquifer, the opposite effect

will occur[8].

Good prediction of thermal breakthrough time by Gringarten and

Sauty's model can be expected in the cold water injection case due

to such opposite effects. The prediction of production temperature

after thermal breakthrough based on this model also may not be bad

due to the averaging effect of water temperature from all stream

channels which reach the production well. Therefore, it is deter-

mined that the temperature profile calculated this way is appropri-

ate for the purpose of this thesis.

The numerical solutions can be obtained from the general

solution, Equation(2.25), by specifying the particular flow pattern.

The term, d(A /D2) /d( /Q), can be usually obtained from numerical

computations, but in some few simple cases, analytical evaluations

are possible. The production temperature profile in a single

recharging-discharging well pair(called a "doublet" hereafter) will

be shown in Section 2.2.1. It is evident that the surface load will

decrease after thermal breakthrough if flow rate and injection

temperature are kept constant. To maintain a constant load after

thermal breakthrough, some new operation with changing either flow

rate or injection temperature or both after thermal breakthrough

must be required. The production temperature for such cases will

be investigated in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3. The case of

decreasing injection temperature with constant flow rate will be
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shown in Section 2.2.2 and increasing flow rate with constant

injection temperature case in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Production Temperature of a Doublet

Equation (2.25) has been applied to a doublet(single recharging-

discharging well pair) in an extensive aquifer with no areal flow.

The complex potential function W(z) is available to describe

the flow field[11]. The production well is located on the x-axis

at a point with coordinates (-a,0) and the injection well at a point

on the x-axis (+a,0)(see Figure 2.2). With the source and sink

approximation(source being the injection well and sink being the

production well), W(z) is expressed as:

Thus

W(z) = ln(z-a) 24b ln(z+a)

= + ip (2.26)

Q ln[(x-a)2+
y2i

47b (x+a) 2+ y2

Q
2

e
71)

(2.27)

where e=4APB(Figure 2.2). (2.28)

From Equation (2.28), it is seen that stream line is a segment of

a circle connecting the production and injection wells. The term

d(A/D2)/d(WQ) in Equation (2.25) can readily be found for such a

case from the geometrical relations(dA being the hatched area in

Figure 2.2). The well separation in this case is considered as a



Figure 2.2. Stream channel element.

x
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characteristic length(thus D=2a). The area bounded by the arc APB

and x-axis can be expressed as a function of e as:

A
a 2 t sin 26

sin e k"

The term d* is, in this case,

Thus

where

= - -2-7T de.

d(A/D2)
= f (e)

d(0Q)

7
f (e) cos e

(7-6-Fsin 6 cos e) + 7
sins 6

Then the general solution, Equation (2.25), becomes

f(0)
T (X,t ) = erfc[ ,Ad6
wD D 7 0 (X{tD-f(e)

To- T
w
(t)

where T
wD T - T.

0

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)
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Figure 2.3 shows the numerical solution of Twp. From this figure,

it is seen that the heat transfer by conduction from the cap rock

and bed rock is very small for the value of X greater than 300.(In

the forced operation cases, X values often exceed 300.) The curve

of X=.0 is the case in which there is no heat exchange by conduction

between the aquifer and cap rock and bed rock(KR=0). Thermal

breakthrough occurs at tp=7/3. Figure 2.4 shows the stream line and
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Figure 2.3. Dimensionless temperature at the production well

of a doublet in an extensive aquifer with no

regional flow.
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the position of thermal front before breakthrough, at breakthrough

and after breakthrough.

2.2.2 Production Temperature of a Doublet with Decreasing Injection
Temperature

As is indicated before, surface load of a doublet will decrease

after thermal breakthrough. One possible way of yielding a constant

load after thermal breakthrough without changing the flow rate is

maintaining a constant temperature difference between the production

and injection wells. Then it is evident that the injection temper-

ature should decrease as the production temperature decreases.

Figure 2.5 shows the schematic diagram of this system. An appropriate

amount of cold water from the system outlet is extracted and mixed

with the produced water to lower the production temperature to Ts1,

the constant system inlet temperature. To maintain a constant system

flow rate, the same amount must be extracted from the system inlet.

This amount is mixed with the system outlet fluid at a temperature

T
s2

before injection. As a result, the injection temperature

increases, the effect of which will be shown later at the production

well as an increased production temperature. Thus the operation of

the surface system can be under constant conditions over the system

life. If the system life time is designed to be ended at or before

the thermal breakthrough, certainly extraction is not necessary. The

amount of extraction from the system is really a function of design

temperatures, Ts1, Ts2 and the system life time. Also the extraction

should approach zero at the end of the system life. The production
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Figure 2.5. Schematic flow diagram of a geothermal energy system
with constant flow rate and decreasing injection
temperature for maintaining a constant system load.
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temperature of such a system will be investigated with the same

aquifer model as presented in Section 2.2.1.

Equations (2.16) through (2.21) can be applied here except

for the boundary condition (2.19). The boundary condition in this

case is a time dependent one. Duhamel's superposition intergral can

be applied for such a case[12] to modify the solution (2.25).

Let Ti be the initial injection temperature and T
w
be the

production temperature of a constant injection temperature case.

The non-dimensional production temperature, Twp= (To- Tw)/(T
o
- Ti),

is truly the solution of Section 2.2.1. The actual injection

temperature should deviate from Ti after thermal breakthrough and

the corresponding production temperature also deviates from Tw for

maintaining a constant load. Let Tw be the production temperature

corresponding to the actual injection temperature Ti. Then

^ ^

T
w
- Ti =T

sl
-T

s2
=To -Ti = constant.

The non-dimensional expression of Tw is defined as:

T - T
o w

T
wD- T - T.

o 1

(2.34)

(2.35)

Duhamel's superposition integral for such a case can readily be

applied. Thus

SOD
^

Twio(tD) = T
wD

(tD) + SO- Tw (t - TD)dTwD dT
D

(2.36)

where t
D

is the non-dimensional time as defined in Section 2.2.

Solution of Equation (2.36) can be obtained from the following
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characteristic of this system. The effect of injection temperature

of this system is shown at the production well with a time delay.

The delayed time is actually the thermal breakthrough time which

is 7/3 in non-dimensional form. From this characteristic, the

following are known:

T
wD

= T
wD

= 0

T
wD

= T
wD

0 < t <
D

7 2
t < 7

(2.37)

(2.38)

Therefore, the integration limits of Equation (2.36) change as:

t,-7/3 dT
wD

dTD (2.39)T
wD

(t
D
) = T

wD
(t

D
) + S

7/3
T
wD

(t
D
- T

D
)
dTD

To solve this equation, TwD
must be known from Tw

D
(7/3) to

T
wD

(t
D
- 7/3). Since T

wD
= T

wD
for t

D
<27/3 and T

wD
is already known,

Tw
D

can be calculated up to t
D
=7. With this, Tw

D
up to t

D
= 47/3

can be calculated again. Through such repetitions, calculations of

Tw
D

at the desired point can be performed. Since T
wD

is a function

of t
D

and X, Tw
D

is also a function of t
D

and X. The results of

numerical calculations are shown in Figure 2.6.

It is evident that this modified operation does not affect

the thermal breakthrough time, which occurs again at tp= 7/3 in this

case, since the modification starts at thermal breakthrough. The

steepness of each curve's slope can be explained from the definition

of T
wD'

Equation (2.35). Because T
wD

is based upon the initial

injection temperature while the actual injection temperature

decreases after thermal breakthrough to keep a constant temperature
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Figure 2.6. Dimensionless temperature at the production well of a

doublet with constant flow rate and decreasing injection

temperature for maintaining a constant system load.
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difference between the production and injection, T
wD

can exceed 1.

The value of T
wD

equal to 1 means the production temperature is equal

to the initial injection temperature.

2.2.3 Production Temperature of a Doublet with Increasing Flow Rate

The other way of maintaining a constant load without changing

the injection temperature is increasing flow rate appropriately

after thermal breakthrough. This can be accomplished by a system

such as shown in Figure 2.7. Feed back fluid circulates through the

system in order to maintain a constant system inlet temperature Ts

and constant system flow rate Qs over the life of the system. By

mixing with this feed back fluid, the temperature of the produced

water decreases to T
s

, constant system inlet temperature. Feed back

flow rate should continuously decrease and approach to zero at the

end of system life. If system life is designed to be ended at or

before thermal breakthrough, feed back fluid is certainly not

necessary.

The production temperature of this system will be investigated

with the aquifer model of Section 2.2 and following assumptions.

1) The flow pattern change due to the flow rate increasing

may not be significant.

2) The amount of heat transfer by conduction from the cap rock

and bed rock is small.

As is indicated in Section 2.1, the concept of continuous succession

of steady state can be applied for most practical cases. Therefore,
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the flow pattern change can be assumed to be small and the element

of stream channel(Figure 2.2) used for the calculation of production

temperature in Section 2.2.1 is assumed to be valid here as far as

the flow rate of both wells are kept equal. Also, it is seen from

Figure 2.3 that the heat transfer by conduction is not significant

for X values greater than several hundred.

As is seen from the governing differential equation, Equation

(2.16), for the aquifer temperature, flow rate change due to the

water temperature change results in the non-linear differential

equation. However, if heat conduction from the cap rock is neglected

(ES1=0), Equation (2.16) can be rewritten as:

p C 9T11)ww w.4.1D pACA w (2.40)
2 @S 2 asgdt

The above equation is linear and Tw is expressed as a function of S

and Sqdt(total recharged or discharged amount from t= 0 through the

stream channel element). Therefore, the solution of Equation(2.40)

must be the solution of X=00 case in Figure 2.3 by interpreting the

non-dimensional time t
D

in a different way as:

pwCw S0 Qdt

t
D,av

-
PACA D2b

(2.41)

Including the conduction effect from the cap rock and bed rock can

be done by assuming that the production temperature of variable

flow rate case is close to that of constant flow rate case if total

recharged or discharged amount is the same. This assumption is

really based upon the assumption 2) mentioned above and may be
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good for the large X value cases. By introducing Equation (2.41) and

X
av

which is defined as

X
av

K R
C
R
Dzt

pw Cw pA CAbS
t

Qdt
(2.42)

the production temperature can be calculated with Equation (2.33).

Thus

C
r

f(e)
T (X , t ) =

1
3 erfc[ ] de

wD av D,av 7r 0 (X f(e)1)1/2
av D,av

(2.43)

where TwEl= (To- Tw) / (T
o 1
- Ti)

As is evident from Equation (2.41) and Equation (2.42), tp
,av

does not increase uniformly with time and Xav
is not constant

because flow rate is not constant. Therefore, it is desired to have

a solution which is expressed as a function of X
I

and t
DI

which are

based upon the initial flow rate. Thus

pwCwpACA b

,- QTC D"
K R R

p C
w W

tDI p ACA D2b
QIt

(2.44)

(2.45)

where Q
I
is the initial flow rate or flow rate before thermal

breakthrough. Conversions of t
D,av

and X
av

to t
DI

and X
I
ar

e
possi-

ble because the flow rate increasing is unique to yield a constant

system load. The relation of flow rate to the initial flow rate is

p
w
C
w
Q(T

w
- Ti)T. = pwCwQ,(To- Ti) (2.46)
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QI

Q 1 - TwD
(2.47)
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By combining Equations (2.41), (2.42), (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45)

with Equation (2.47), T
wD

can be expressed as a function of X
I

and

tn. Such calculations have been done by numerical computations. The

results are shown in Figure 2.8 as a function of tDI and XI.

Again it is seen that this operation does not affect the

thermal breakthrough, which occurs still at tD= 7/3, since the flow

rate starts to increase at that time. The characteristics of this

temperature profile are actually the same as those of Figure 2.3.

The only difference appears in the shape of each curve which

approaches rapidly to 1 in this case. Such a difference is due to

the transformations of coordinate system(from tD,av
to t

DI
) and

the parameter of each curve(from Xav to XI).

2.3 Head Loss through Aquifers

Pump work for the circulation of geothermal fluid is largely

due to the head loss through aquifers.. Head loss, hi, of a doublet

in a homogeneous, laminar flow field is given[616 by

h17.
K7b

(2.48)

6 What has been shown in this reference is drawdown at the produc-

tion well, which is half of that of Equation (2.48). Therefore,

total head loss(drawdown+excess injection pressure head) in a

homogeneous flow field must be two times the drawdown.
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Figure 2.8. Dimensionless temperature at the production well

of a doublet with constant injection temperature
and increasing flow rate for maintaining a
constant system load.
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where r is the radius of well. In the forced geoheat recovery

systems, injection temperature is always different from the aquifer

temperature(injection temperature is lower than aquifer temperature

in the power generation or heating cases and higher in the air

cooling case). Therefore, a different viscosity region is growing

around the injection well as the injection is proceeding. The

hydraulic conductivity K in Equation (2.48) is inversely propor-

tional to the viscosity of water as is seen from Equation (2.3).

The viscosity of water is directly obtained from the Bingham

formula[13]:

= 21.482 [(T- 281.585) + {8078.4+ (T 281.585)2}

1200

(2.49)

In this equation, p is given in kg/msec with T in K. Thus it is

seen that the viscosity of water is a strong function of temperature.

For instance, the viscosity of water at 300K is about 4 times that

of water at 400K. Therefore, if injection is proceeding at 300K

in an aquifer originally at 400 K , the region which is formed

around the injection well at an injection temperature has a hydrau-

lic conductivity about 1/4 that of the region occupied by the hot

water. Head loss through the aquifer then grows from the initial

head loss corresponding to the hydraulic conductivity at 400 K in

Equation (2.48) and approaches to the final head loss corresponding

to the hydraulic conductivity at 300K as injection continues. The

final head loss is about 4 times the initial head loss in this case
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if flow rate is kept constant.

Perhaps the most rigorous way to study the unsteady behavior

of the head loss through aquifers is to carry out coupled energy-mass

transport calculations. The approach used in this section is a less

rigorous one, the result of which is adequate for the purpose of

this work. Here, the objective is to get some quantitative idea of

the role of injection temperature on the unsteady behavior of head

loss through the aquifer. In this approach, the well system is

assumed to be a doublet and the position of the thermal front is

assumed to be established by the steady flow model of Section 2.2.

Further, it is assumed that the region bounded by the thermal front

is entirely at the injection temperature, which may not be a bad

assumption for the high X cases. Actually the head loss between the

injection and production well can be found through the line integra-

tion of Darcy's law, Equation (2.1), following any stream channel

if the exact flow rate through that stream channel is known. Thus

SK(T)
V

hL- 3K(T)
(2.50)

where V is the Darcy velocity and the hydraulic conductivity K is

a function of temperature as was indicated previously. Due to a

coupled effect of the growing of the thermal boundary and the

variation of flow rate, which was explained briefly in Section 2.2,

such an integration usually fails to give a reasonable result

because V is determined from the flow rate within that stream

channel. Therefore, the concept of resistance is introduced.



Resistance of a particular stream channel is defined as

R.=
J qj

(2.51)
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where q. is the flow rate within that stream channel(see Figure 2.9).

By combining Equation (2.51) with Equation (2.50), R. can be

rewritten as:

VR.dl
ST((T) .

qJ

(2.52)

The advantage of introducing the concept of resistance is readily

apparent from Equation (2.52). In Equation (2.50), V is not known

unless q. is known. However, V /q. of Equation (2.52) does not depend
ciJ

on q. because V is proportional to q. at a given position. Therefore,qj

by assuming any flow rate and calculating the corresponding Darcy

velocity, V /q. can be evaluated. This is truly a function of a
qJ

position only. The situation is now similar to the electric parallel

circuit. Information on the electric circuit analogy of ground water

flow is available in the literature[6,14,15,16]. With such an

analogy(hi, being the electric potential, R being the electric

resistance and q being the electric current), the total resistance,

Rtot, of the flow field can be calculated by

1

-4--
\

R R
jtot j=1

Then hi, is obtained by

h1 QRtot

(2.53)

(2.54)
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Figure 2.9. Stream channel of a doublet. The flow rate within

the stream channel is denoted by q., the spreading

angle of the stream channel at the3injection well

is denoted by LO. and the position of thermal front

is denoted by C.3The injection and production well

are designated by A and B respectively.
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where Q= q..OnlytwovaluesofK,K(TdandK(T.), are consid-
j=1

ered in Equation (2.52) because it is assumed that the region

bounded by the thermal front is entirely at the injection tempera-

ture. Thus Equation (2.52) by introducing true fluid velocity Vw

which is obtained by dividing V by porosity (I) becomes

S
C CB

R
j q.K(T.) A

V
w
dl +

q.K(T
o
) C

V
w
dl

j

(2.55)

where A, B and C designate the position of injection well, produc-

tion well and thermal front(see Figure 2.9). The integration limits

of the last term(B and C) in the above equation can be transformed

to A and B by using the following relation:

B

K(T0) SA Vw
dl

D

W
(2.56)

K(T0)7b

This equation is really the Equation (2.48) which is valid in the

constant temperature flow field. Thus

B Q (I) c C Vdl . (2.57)
K(T

o j
)q C

V dl ln D
K(T

o
)nbq. r

W
K(T

o
)q. i A

Assuming that q. is proportional to LO. of Figure 2.9(which is true
J J

for a flow field of constant temperature) as q. QtO.I2Tr, Equation
J J

(2.55) becomes

K(Ti)

j

2 D
R

K(T
-

27)QL4)
[1

K(T0)
] ,5

A
V
w
dl +

19. K(T )bLe. r (2.58)
.

j o j W

In the above equation Vw is obtained from the steady flow model.

R. must be evaluated for all stream channels. By combining Equation

(2.58) with Equation (2.53) and Equation (2.54), the required head
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loss can be obtained as a function of time. Such an analysis must

be done by numerical computations.

A computerized analysis has been carried out for the data of

Table 2.1. The production model is assumed to be an increasing flow

rate model to maintain a constant surface load. The calculation of

production temperature has been done at each year to determine the

required flow rate. The flow field has been generated with 20 stream

channels from the injection to the production well. The calculation

of R. has been performed according to Equation (2.58) for each

stream channel. Total resistance and head loss at each year have

been calculated. The results of such calculations over 20 years are

shown in Figure 2.10. It is seen from this figure that the head loss

rapidly increases as the injection starts. This means a significant

portion of head loss occurs at the region near the injection well,

where the fluid velocity is very high and the aquifer is essentially

cooled down to the injection temperature. Head loss is relatively

steady during 1ti 3 year even though the thermal boundary is growing.

Increasing of head loss is again seen near the thermal breakthrough.

TABLE 2.1. VALUES USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF HEAD LOSS
THROUGH AQUIFERS

To 423 K p
w
C
w

4 /1J/m3K

Ti 340 K oR CR 21.1,1/m3K

k 200 nal D 300 m

4 0.2 r
W

0.15 m

b 100 m QI
0.05m3/sec

KR
1.157 Jim sec K
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Figure 2.10. Head loss as a function of time. Data for this
calculations are given in Section 2.3.
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Thermal breakthrough occurs at t= 3.6 year in this case. After ther-

mal breakthrough, head loss again increases rapidly due to the flow

rate increasing.

Such an analysis requires involved computerized calculations.

A simple method has been tried and it has turned out to agree well

with the previous analysis. In this method, the calculation of

excess injection pressure head at the injection well has been done

by assuming that the aquifer is at the injection temperature(Ti) while

the drawdown calculation is done with the entire aquifer at the

production temperature(Tw
). Then the corresponding head loss can

be obtained by combining both quantities. Thus

11QD
111-. (17. + 17 ) 2rb 7w

w
(2.59)

In the above equation, Ki and Kw are the hydraulic conductivity at

the injection temperature and production temperature respectively.

The comparison of this result with the previous one is shown in

Figure 2.11. From this figure, it is seen that both results agree

relatively well. However, it should be noted that the simple method

cannot predict the unsteady behavior of head loss before thermal

breakthrough.

The analyses of this chapter are based upon the assumption of

laminar flow in the aquifer, where the Reynolds number as defined

by Equation (2.6) is less than 1. This means the temperature and

head loss analyses of this chapter cannot be applied when the flow

rate exceeds some value. Another viewpoint about such a limit of
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Figure 2.11. Comparisons of the results between the detailed

and simple head loss calculations. Solid line is

the result from the detailed one and dotted line

is the result from simple one.
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flow rate comes from the phenomenon of hydraulic fracturing in the

aquifer which often occurs in the forced geoheat recovery systems

due to too high pressure around the injection well. Hydraulic

fracturing causes the deviation of stream lines from those con-

sidered thus far. The limits of flow rates from these two viewpoints

have been considered in Appendix I.

As noted in Appendix I, however, such limits on the flow rate are

critical only near the well bore and as the point of interest is

moved from the well bore, these influences decrease very rapidly.

Therefore, most of the flow field has laminar flow and no fracturing

even if flow rate limits at aquifer entrance are exceeded. It is

thus seen that there should be no serious problem in applying the

results of this chapter for most practical cases where the flow

rate per well bore is usually less than 0.1 m3/sec.
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3. SYSTEM MODELS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The systems involved in this work are (i) either power

generation, direct heating or heat pumps for the surface system

and (ii) the aquifer with associated wells for the subsurface system.

The main interest of this work is the thermodynamic performance,

and consequently each model is developed in a manner that will be

simple, but adequate for portraying the thermodynamic aspects. As a

result, detailed design aspects were not necessarily considered in

the modeling of each system. Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are devoted

to the system modeling. The performance parameters considered in

this work are discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 The Subsurface Systems

3.1.1 The Aquifer and Well Systems

The aquifer model considered in this study is a confined

aquifer with extensive horizontal dimensions and no regional flow7.

The aquifer is assumed to be saturated with liquid. Such a system

falls in the category of hot water geothermal systems(see Chapter I)

which show usually low temperature production. Therefore, the

reservoir temperature in this study is considered to range up to

470 K. The associated well system is assumed to be a doublet(single

recharging-discharging well pair). The temperature behavior and the

The influence of regional flow upon the production temperature

is very small for most deep confined aquifers[8].
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head loss analyses in such a system have been done in Chapter II.

The assumption of extensive horizontal dimensions is really a

technical fiction, for no aquifer can be indefinitely unbounded.

However, if the aquifer is large enough and the well separation

small enough, the stream lines will be effectively undisturbed and

a finite aquifer will behave almost like an infinite reservoir. The

application of this model is appropriate for such a system. For the

case of many doublets in a given large aquifer with a sufficient

distance between each location, this model also can be applied. It

is beyond the scope of this work to examine the deviations of tem-

perature and pressure behavior due to the finiteness of horizontal

dimensions of the aquifer or the distance between each location.

3.1.2 Geothermal Fluid Pump Work

Geothermal fluid pump work for the forced recovery systems is

largely due to the head loss through the aquifer, h_L,aq
(see Section

2.3). However, buoyancy effect due to the density difference between

the production and injection well cannot be neglected for the

reservoir at the depths of order of several thousand meters when

the temperature difference is large. For the cold water injection

case, such an effect reduces the pump work. Therefore, free flowing

is also possible at an appropriately controlled flow rate and

temperature difference. Another head loss, which is usually small,

occurs in the well bore and surface pipelines. The flow is assumed

to be laminar in the aquifer and turbulent in the well bore and



surface systems. The head produced due to the density difference

between the production and injection wells, h, , is
DY

h,
b
= a H

y
(3.1)
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where 8 is the cofficient of thermal expansion of geothermal fluid,

LT is the temperature difference between the production and injec-

tion wells and H is the depth of aquifer. The value of 8 for water

can be expressed as a linear function of temperature.

S = (0.0642T - 16.82)10-4 (3.2)

In the above equation, 8 is given in 1/K with T in K. Head loss in

the well bores, hL can be expressed by using the flow rate(Q)

and the radius of the well(rw) assuming that the length of the

well is the same as the depth of the aquifer. Pumping experience

indicates that an adequate value of equivalent friction factor which

considers both wells and the installed pump shaft in the production

well is about 0.05[17]. Thus

0.05HQ2 (3.3)

The head loss of surface pipelines, h_ is assumed to be fixed as
L,s

15m in this work. Then the total head loss, h , is
L,tot-

L, tot hL,aq+ hL,W+ L, s- --by.
(3.4)

The pumping power is equal to pw
gQh

,tot
_ /r

gp
, where r

gP
is the

L

efficiency of geothermal fluid pump. For the free flowing case, the
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pumping power calculated this way shows negative value. This

negative pumping power actually means that the required pumping work

is zero.

3.2 Power Generation

There are presently three types of systems for electricity

generation from liquid dominated reservoirs, the flash steam system,

the binary cycle system and the total flow system. The power

generation model chosen for this study is the binary cycle system

which is usually recommendable for the lower temperature reservoirs.

A sub-critical Rankine cycle using isopentane as a binary fluid is

an appropriate power generation model for investigating the

performance of power generation from the relatively low temperature

reservoir since the critical temperature of isopentane is relatively

highs. It is well known that superheating is not effective for this

type of binary fluid[4]. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of this

model. Regeneration is not assumed here. The thermodynamic cycle of

this model is shown in Figure 3.2. State 1 in Figure 3.2 is assumed

to be a state of turbine inlet. State 2s represents the outlet

state from the reversible turbine. Due to the irreversibility of

the expansion process, the actual outlet state becomes state 2.

The thermodynamic properties of isopentane are available in

the literature[18]. Several important properties for power

Critical temperature of isopentane is 461.17K.
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generation have been developed in this work as functions of boiler

temperature, TB, with the condensing temperature fixed at 310K .

The enthalpy difference between the saturated liquid and saturated

vapor, hfg, is expressed as a function of TB as:

(462-T
B
)105

h
fg

[
1.7998

]0.3646 (3.5)

The isentropic expansion work, h
1
- h

2s'
with the back pressure

corresponding to the condensing temperature, Tc, at 310K is

h
1
- h

2s
= 0.8164(T

B
- 310) - 0.000187[(T

B
- 382.75)211'2535

+11.25. (3.6)

The pressure difference between the boiler and condenser, pB- pc,

with condenser temperature at 310K is

pB- pC= 0.1748 (TB-
310 )1.9519 (3.7)

The average specific heat of the liquid, Cp,av
, given the same

condenser temperature is

Cp,av= 0.00045 (TB-310 )1.4175 + 2.345 . (3.8)

In the above equations, h, p, C and T are given in kJ/kg, kPa,

kJ/kg K, K. It should be emphasized that above equations are not

good for the boiler temperature near the critical temperature.

Thus it is recommended that the applications of the above equations

should be restricted to the range of T13 less than 450 K. Also it

should be remembered that Equation (3.6), Equation (3.7) and Equation
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(3.8) are valid for the condensing temperature at 310 K. The boiler

temperature(T
B
) with given production and injection temperatures of

geothermal fluid can be calculated by following relation:

T - TB- AT TB- T+ .1T
w p_B i p

h
fg

C
p,av

(T
B
-310)

(3.9)

where LT is the pinch point temperature difference and Tw
and T.

p

are the production and infection temperatures of the geothermal

fluid respectively(see Figure 3.3). Equation (3.9) with Equation

(3.5) and Equation (3.8) thus make it possible to find T
B.

For a

fixed value of LT
P
of 8.33 K, it is found by graphical representa-

tion that Equation (3.9) yields a proper single-valued solution

at T less than 470K. Above this temperature, either no or a multi-

valued solution results depending on the injection temperature.

Thus here the application of Equation (3.9) is restricted to the

range of Tw less than 470 K. The binary fluid flow rate per unit

mass flow of geothermal fluid, m, is found by

(T - T.)Cw w
m

C
p,av

(T
B
- 310) + h

fg

(3.10)

where Cw
is the specific heat of geothermal fluid. For the

estimation of cooling tower fan work,
wctf'

and the circulation

water pump work, w
cirp'

the method presented by Pfeiffer[19] is

adequate for this study. Assuming low head, induced draft tower,

wctf and w
ci.

are approximated as:
rp
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w
ctf

= 0.1654 me kJ/kg geothermal fluid (3.11)

w
cirp

= 0.0827m
c
kEkg geothermal fluid (3.12)

where me is the flow rate of cooling water per unit mass flow rate

of geothermal fluid. The required amount of cooling water, me, can

be calculated by

w
fp
+ C

w
(T
w
- Ti). - m(h

1
- h

2s
)1-1T

m
c C

cw
AT

cool

(3.13)

where C
cw

is the specific heat of the cooling water, the value of

which may be close to the specific heat of geothermal fluid, Cw and

AT
cool

is the temperature difference through which the water is

cooled. In the above equation, wfp
and n

T
are feed pump work per

unit mass flow rate of geothermal fluid and turbine efficiency

respectively. The feed pump work can be calculated using Equation

(3.7). Thus

wfp
mvc(pB- pc)

n
fp

(3.14)

where n
fp

is the efficiency of the feed pump and v is the specific

volume of binary fluid at the exit of condenser.

The net power output, POWERnet, can be calculated by

POWER = [m(h - h )fl n -w -w -w ]p Q -W
net 1 2s T G fp cirp ctf w gp

(3.15)

where nTnG is the product of turbine and generator efficiency and

W is the pump work for the geothermal fluid circulation. Equations
gP

(3.5) (3.15) thus make it possible to estimate the potential of

power generation from the relatively low temperature water at a
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given flow rate and temperature.

3.3 Space Heating

One of the most active applications of relatively low

temperature geothermal energy is space heating. Depending on the

reservoir temperature, direct heating or heat pumps may be used.

For a specified range of reservoir temperature, a combined system

of direct heating and heat pumps shows a good performance. Such a

system is termed "combination" in this study. Although there are

many other possible applications of geothermal heating(such as

drying, cooking etc.), the investigation of heating performance is

here restricted to space heating only.

3.3.1 Direct Heating

Figure 3.4 shows the simplified schematic of the direct

heating model. Water is used as a loop fluid to transfer thermal

energy from the geothermal fluid to the space where the heating is

required. The temperature of water at the inlet of the heat

exchanger is assumed to be fixed at 303.15 K. Therefore, the

injection temperature of geothermal fluid(Ti) is

T.= 303.15 + AT
HE

(3.16)

where AT
HE

is the temperature difference between the geothermal

fluid and loop fluid in the heat exchanger, which is assumed to be

constant at every section of the heat exchanger. The total heating
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load, LH, is

L
H
= p

w
C
w
Q(T

w
- Ti). (3.17)

Direct heating is assumed to be possible for a fluid production

temperature greater than 320 K. The head loss of the water is

assumed to be 20m.

3.3.2 Heat Pump

Heat pump application is assumed to be valid for the production

temperature lower than 320 K. The parameter commonly used to

evaluate the performance of heat pumps is the Coefficient Of

Performance in Heating (COPH) defined as:

COPE
Heating Output
Electricity Input

For heat pumps, as with refrigerators and heat engines, the theoret-

ical maximum performance is that of Carnot Cycle, COPHCC, which is

expressed as:

T
H

COPH
CC

= T- T
H L

where T
H

is the temperature at which heating is required, and T
L

is

the temperature of the available low-temperature energy source. The

COPH of heat pump system in this study is approximated as 0.5 times

that of Carnot Cycle between the same two temperature levels, which

is typical of the performance that can be expected from an operating

heat pump unless the temperature difference between two levels is

very small. For very small temperature difference cases, such an
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approximation shows too high of a performance. Therefore, the

maximum limit of COPH is assumed to be 7. In addition to the

compressor work which can be calculated with the COPH considered

above, fan power is required for this model as shown in Figure 3.5.

The electricity input to the fan, Wfan' is assumed to be 0.0421

times heating load[2]. Thus

W
fan

= 0.0421LH
(3.18)

L
H
= p

w
C
w
Q(T

w
T.) + W

comp
(3.19)

where W
comp

is the net electricity requirement for the compressor,

which can be calculated by

p
w
C
w
Q(T

w
- Ti).

comp COPH - 1
(3.20)

The estimation of COPH can be performed with the condenser

temperature, T
con'

and evaporator temperature, Tevap
. The

evaporator temperature should be lower than Ti by the approach

temperature, LT
app

(temperature difference between the geothermal

fluid and refrigerant at the exit of evaporator). This leads to the

estimation of COPH as:

1
T
con

COPH = [ i

2 T T
con 1 app

(3.21)

The performance of geothermal space heating with a heat pump system

can be investigated with Equations (3.18) ti (3.21).
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3.3.3 Combination

Combination in this study refers to the series connection of

direct heating and heat pump as shown in Figure 3.6. The outlet

temperature of the heat exchanger, Thp, which is also the inlet

temperature of the evaporator is assumed as:

T
hp
= 303.15 + AT

HE
(3.22)
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The direct heating model and the heat pump model of Sections 3.3.1

and 3.3.2 can be applied here for each part respectively. The fan

power is assumed to be required only in the heat pump part.

W
fan

= 0.0421[pwCwQ(Thp- Ti) + W
comp

] (3.23)

The compressor work in the combination is

p C
w
Q(T

hp
- Ti )

w
W
comp COPH - 1

(3.24)

Equation (3.19) and Equation (3.21) do not change here for the

calculation of total heating and COPH. Equations (3.19), (3.21),

(3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) can be used to investigate the perform

ance of the "combination".

3.4 Performance Parameters

Geothermal energy, being thermal energy at a temperature

relatively close to that of the environment, is different from

conventional energy sources such as oil, natural gas, hydropower,
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etc. in that its available energy9 is substantially lower than its

energy, as commonly defined. The conventional energy sources have

available energies and energy values that are almost equal.

Consequently, in order to adequately show the performance of

geothermal energy systems, the effectiveness must be considered.

The effectiveness, denoted by e, is defined as:

increase in available energy of desired output
e decrease in available energy required

The effectiveness is a useful parameter for performance comparison

because, for the evaluation of this parameter, every form of energy

involved is converted to the available energy which is considered

as an fair basis of energy from the viewpoint of the Second Law of

Thermodynamics. Therefore, this parameter is especially useful when

the involved forms of energy are not equal grade(such as geothermal

energy and electricity). Thus there is a desirability to have the

system operation at the maximum effectiveness by controlling the

system variables under the given load conditions.

It is also noted that the imposed load condition for a given

doublet greatly affects the effectiveness. In other words, as the

required load increases the maximum effectiveness under the given

condition decreases. This means that the small value of effective-

ness may be considered as an indicator to show that the load is too

high(or unfavorable) for a given well system. However, it is

9 Available energy is the thermodynamic property which measures

the potential of a system to do work when restricted by the

surroundings at temperature TE and pressure P
E
[20].
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difficult to decide such a favorable or unfavorable load condition

with effectiveness alone. Another useful parameter to indicate this

condition has been developed in this study. This is termed the

fossil fuel savings here. This concept measures how much conventional

energy(assumed fossil fuel such as oil, natural gas, coal, etc.) can

be saved by the operation of a given geothermal energy system. The

geothermal fluid pump work in the heating system and the compressor

or fan work in the heat pump system are assumed to come from the

fossil fuel energy. Thus the definition of fossil fuel savings,

denoted by ffs, is

ffs = (the amount of fossil fuel that is required for the

desired output unless geothermal energy is available)

- (actual amount of fossil fuel that has been used in

the operation of geothermal energy system).

The amount of fossil fuel in the above equation can be expressed

as a rate such that ffs can also take a rate form. It is readily

seen that the fossil fuel savings can be maximum at some load

condition since the geothermal fluid pump work is proportional

to the square of flow rate. Such a load condition is called maximum

favorable load here. Thus the load conditions which exceed that

value may be considered as too high(or unfavorable) for a given

well system. If such a high load is desired, another well system

may be drilled to meet the load condition.
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4. CONSTANT FLOW MODEL

As was illustrated in Chapter II, the thermal breakthrough time

is inversely proportional to the distance between the production and

injection wells. It is thus possible to maintain a constant produc-

tion temperature during the entire project life time by designing

the well separation appropriately. Since the production temperature

is constant, the production rate is also constant to maintain a

specified design load. Such a scheme is termed here the "Constant

Flow Model". This chapter considers such a production scheme with

the several surface applications delineated in Chapter III.

The flow rate Q and the well separation D are related by the

following relation in the Constant Flow Model:

pACA D2b

Q 3 pwCwtL
(4.1)

where t
L

is the designed project life time. It should be noted that

the volume of the aquifer used in this situation is equal to 7D2b/3,

which means that the energy available from the aquifer is propor-

tional to the square of D. On the other hand, the head loss through

the aquifer is only proportional to the natural logarithm of D, the

effect of which is quite minimal. Therefore, the well separation

should be designed to meet the specified load condition according to

Equation (4.1). Consequently, it is always desirable to operate the

system under the Constant Flow Model. However, another situation is

possible, in which the well system already exists with small D. In
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such a case, the output must be small if the operation is under the

Constant Flow Model. Therefore, the flow rate should be higher than

that from Equation (4.1) in order to have a moderate output in such

a case. The effect of which is the continued operation after thermal

breakthrough. Then the production rate must start to increase, at

thermal breakthrough, in order to maintain a constant surface load

since the production temperature will begin decreasing. This scheme

is termed the "Increasing Flow Model" and will be discussed in

Chapter V.

The main interest here is the selection of the type of system

and the optimum operation of each system under the given geologic

and specified load conditions. It will be shown that the optimum

condition is closely related to the desired load and the geologic

conditions especially when the resource temperature is relatively

low. The desired load condition is somewhat arbitrary. However,

certainly the output which can be expected from a given doublet must

be finite. Therefore, the next interest is to find the maximum

favorable load conditions.

4.1 Preliminaries

Expressions for the performance parameters, effectiveness and

fossil fuel savings, must first be developed. For the expression of

the effectiveness, every input or output energy must be converted to

its corresponding available energy. The available energy input from

the geothermal energy reservoir can be expressed as owCwQ[(To- TE) -
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T
E
ln(T

o
/T

E '

)] where T
E
is the environment temperature. It must be

noted that the geothermal fluid leaving the surface system is not a

useful product and is thus assumed to be discarded since the entire

project is assumed to stop at the thermal breakthrough when the

injected water temperature begins to affect the production tempera-

ture. The net power output(after deduction of all the auxiliary

losses and geothermal fluid pump work) from the geothermal power

generation system is entirely available energy. Every form of work

for the heating systems are assumed to come from the electricity

which will be considered to be produced from a fossil fuel. The

electricity is produced with an effectiveness equal to
PP

. A value

of c
PP

of 30% will be assumed for this study[20]. As is seen in

Chapter II, the geothermal fluid pump work shows unsteady behavior.

Therefore, an average geothermal fluid pump work(total pump work

divided by the project life time) has been calculated and used in

the performance calculation. The effectiveness of the power

generation is

POWER

e-
pwCw Cg(T

o-
TE) -TE ln(T

o
/T

E

(4.2)

The available energy output of heating system can be expressed as

L
H
(1 -T

E
IT

space
)' where L

H
is the total heating load and T

space
is

the required temperature of heating space. Thus the effectiveness of

heating system is given by

e-
p
w
Cw Q[(T

o-
TE) -TE ln(T

o
IT

E
)]+(EWork)/e

PP

L H(1 - TE/Tspace)
(4.3)



All the necessary work inputs for each heating system(see Chapter

III) are denoted by EWork in the above equation.

The expression of another performance parameter, the fossil

fuel saving, for the power generation is

ff s =POWERnet/Epp. (4.4)
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It is thus seen that maximum POWERnet
results in the maximum ffs in

the pcwer generation case. By denoting the efficiency of the average

fossil fuel fired boiler(for space heating) as nv the fossil fuel

saving of the heating system is given by

f f s =LH in
B-

E(Work)/cpp. (4.5)

A value of n
B

of 75% will be assumed[20].

A computer program has been developed to calculate the perform-

ances of each system. This program uses the aquifer models of Chapter

II along with performance parameter expressions for the individual

system to determine overall system performance for various system

and aquifer specifications and operating conditions. All of the

indepedent parameters are specified except for the injection temper-

ature. Then the program evaluates the system operation and calculates

the performance for various injection temperatures over a specified

range. The program was made in this manner because the injection

temperature was considered to be major parameter in determining the

best operation of the system.

One important feature of the program should be clarified. For
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the power generation case, the flow rate is determined based upon

the given well separation according to Equation (4.1). Then the basic

pattern of aquifer resistance for each stream channel as a function

of time can be established by using arbitrary resource and injection

temperatures. This basic pattern of resistance can be converted to the

new resistance of the new resource and injection temperature by the

following relation:

1 1

17: Re0
[R(I,J) -R

o
3+R'

o
(4.6)11

K.
1

1

0

where R and K are the resistance and hydraulic conductivity of the

basic pattern and R' and K' are those of the new situation. The sub-

notations i and o refer to the corresponding values of resource and

injection temperatures respectively. The I and J in the parenthesis

refer to the stream channel number and the time given in years. The

use of Equation (4.6) is only possible for the case of the same

geometry and flow rate with those of the basic pattern. This basic

pattern greatly reduces the computing time.

However, for the heating case, computations are based on the

specified load. At the specified load, the required flow rate is

calculated for each injection temperature. Since different injection

temperature requires different flow rate, the aquifer resistance

must be evaluated for each injection temperature, which means the

basic pattern is not available here. The injection temperature is

varied from T. toT.,in which T. is the injection
i,max i,min 1,max
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temperature of direct heating which is assumed to be fixed by

Equation (3.16).

The parameters and their values used for this study are listed

in Table 4.1. Under such conditions, the performances have been

calculated as functions of injection temperatures. Reservoir temper-

ature is considered as an important parameter. The intrinsic perme-

ability also affects the results significantly. Due to the limited

computer time for this research, only three values of permeabilities

and corresponding results have been studied.

The thickness of aquifer also strongly affects the overall

performances. However, the effects of this parameter change are

similar to the effects of permeability change because both parameters

are related to the only geothermal fluid pump work in the Constant

Flow Model as is seen in Section 2.3. Thus the change of b value

from that listed in Table 4.1(b= 100m) results in the same effects

of change of k value by introducing equivalent k, k
eq

, as following
lo

:

kb
k
eq- 100

A. kb
100

pCti
1 3Q w w Lo

w
100 /

iln[(
7 jn

PACA

1 Q
pwCwtL

11

ln[
r

(
p C b

) ] -.

W A A

(4.7)

(4.8)

It is not difficult to see that the right-hand side of Equation (4.7)

can be approximated as Equation (4.8) since the value of the quotient

lo This relation is not valid for the Increasing Flow Model.
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TABLE 4.1 THE VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED FOR THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

CALCULATIONS

PARAMETER

AQUIFER

T
o

(K)

k (mD)

b (m)

p
w

(kg/m3)

C
w

(J /kg K)

p Cr (J/m3 K)

r
W (m)

n

(m)
,s

t
L

(years)

DESCRIPTION VALUES

Reservoir Temperature 280 - 470

Intrinsic Permeability 50, 100, 200

Thickness of Aquifer 100

Porosity 0.2

Density of Geothermal 1000

Fluid

Heat Capacity of 4000

Geothermal Fluid

Volumetric Heat Capacity 2000000

of Rock

Radius of Well 0.15

Efficiency of Geothermal 0.75

Fluid Pump

hL
Surface Head Loss of 15

Geothermal Fluid

System Life Time 25

POWER GENERATION (Isopentane Binary Cycle System,
Cycle)

Condenser Temperature

Pinch Temperature

Efficiency of Feed Pump

Efficiency of Turbine

Environment Temperature

Saturated

310

8.33

0.68

0.8

289

Rankine

TC (K)

AT (K)

11
fp

T

T
E

(K)
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HEATING

T
E

(K) Environment Temperature 270

Space Temperature 295
T
space

(K)

DIRECT HEATING

THE (K) Temperature Difference 8.33

in the Heat Exchanger

hL,if (m) Head Loss of Loop Fluid 20

n
lf

Efficiency of Loop Fluid 0.8

Pump

HEAT PUMP

T
con

(K) Condenser Temperature 322.22

GT
app

(K) Approach Temperature 8.33
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of natural logarithm terms of Equation (4.7) usually falls in the

range of 0.95 ti 1.05 for most practical variations of b.

4.2 Direct Heating

For the type of geothermal energy reservoir considered in this

study, the most popular application is space heating. Direct heating

is a thermodynamically very simple heating device and its heating

potential from the aquifer can be fully described by Equations (3.17)

and (4.1).

L
H= p wC wQ(To i

- T)

Q
3 pwCwtL

pACA D2b

(3.17)

(4.1)

Note that the resource temperature(To) substitutes for the produc-

tion temperature(Tw) in Equation (3.17) because the production

temperature is always the same as the resource temperature in the

Constant Flow Model. For a specified load, the flow rate can be

obtained from Equation (3.17) and then the well separation can be

calculated from Equation (4.1). Injection temperature(Ti) of

geothermal fluid is assumed to be fixed by Equation (3.16).

The thermodynamic performance of direct heating is shown as a

function of resource temperature in Figure 4.1. This figure shows

the general tendency of the performance of direct heating. Four

regions depending upon the resource temperature are also shown in

this figure, Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4. The boundary of each region is not
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Figure 4.1. The performance of direct heating.
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clearly determined yet(which will be determined later) except for

region Z4(lower than 320 K) where the possible application is only

heat pump. Good performance is seen in the middle range of resource

temperature(region Z2) in this figure. The value of effectiveness

starts to decrease as the resource temperature exceeds some value

due to the high irreversibilities11(losses of available energy) of

heat transfer. The effectiveness is also low for the lower tempera-

ture region(region Z3) due to the significant amount of geothermal

fluid pump work compared to the total thermal energy yielded for

heating.

For obtaining an improved performance, possible substitution of

system for region Z1 may be a power generation. For region Z3, using

the combination may improve the performance. If the resource tempera-

ture is too low for direct heating(for region Z4), the only possible

system which can be applied must be a heat pump. The performance of

each system thus will be investigated for the improved effectiveness.

4.3 Power Generation

Injection temperature plays an important role in the power

generation performance of geothermal energy systems. As the injection

temperature increases, the energy available to the surface system

decreases linearly while the conversion efficiency increases as shown

in Figure 4.2. The conversion efficiency, npower
, is defined as the

11 The concept of irreversibility is explained in detail in most
textbooks of thermodynamics(21,22) and will not be repeated here.
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power output fraction of the energy available. These effects are

combined and result in the overall performance as presented in

Figure 4.3. For this case, the optimum injection temperature, T.
1,opt'

is about 348 K. These results are for a specific set of data as

indicated. However, this example shows the general characteristics of

geothermal power generation and for most practical cases the optimum

injection temperature does not deviate much from the value of Figure

4.3 unless the flow rate is very high or the permeability is very

low. Actually the subsurface effect is minimized(geothermal fluid

pump work is very small or zero) for this high resource temperature

case(region Z1 in Figure 4.1) due to the significant buoyancy effect.

Figure 4.4 shows the tendency of an increasing optimum effectiveness

(at optimum injection temperature) as the resource temperature

increases. This figure shows that the effectiveness is almost a

linear function of the resource temperature.

It is generally believed that the power generation is more

desirable than heating at high resource temperature cases. This is

demonstrated thermodynamically in Figure 4.5. Power generation starts

to show superior performance at the resource temperature of about

435 K. Therefore, this temperature(435 K) determines the definite

boundary of the region Z1 of Figure 4.1. The power generation is thus

recommendable for the resource temperature greater than about 435 K.

The net power output from the aquifer as a function of volume

flow rate of geothermal fluid is shown in Figure 4.6 for several

values of resource temperature and intrinsic permeability. It is
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in the power generation.
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noted that the power output is almost proportional to the flow rate

except for the low permeability case(k = 50 mD in this figure), which

means that the subsurface effect is very small for this range of

temperature. This figure is useful for the initial estimation of

power generation potential of the aquifer. The required well separa-

tion can be readily obtained from the required flow rate of Figure

4.6 and Equation (4.1). For instance, for the net power generation

of about 3000 kW from the aquifer of To= 470 K and k= 100 mD, the

required flow rate is seen to be 0.056 m3/sec from this figure. The

well separation D then can be obtained from Equation (4.1).

If the thickness of the aquifer is different from that specified

in Figure 4 . 6 , k
eq

of Equation (4.8) must be used. For b= 50 m and

k= 200 mD case, k
eq
=10010 from Equation (4.8). Thus the correspond-

ing curve of k= 100 mD in Figure 4.6 gives the necessary information

for this case.

4.4 Combination

The combination can be used to improve the thermodynamic

performance of heating. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.7. For the

particular set of data specified, the combination at the optimum

condition shows almost two times the effectiveness value of direct

heating. As the injection temperature decreases the required flow

rate decreases, which results in the reduced geothermal fluid pump

work, while the compressor work of heat pump part increases. These

two phenomena determine the optimum injection temperature.
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Figure 4.6. Optimum power as a function of flow rate.
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of the performances of direct heating
and combination at a given load condition.
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Analysis shows that the boundary of region Z3 of Figure 4.1

cannot be simply determined by the resource temperature alone as in

the power generation case. The required load condition also must be

considered. The advantage of combination over the direct heating can

be represented by the effectiveness ratio, er, which is defined as:

c
combination

e
r E

direct heating

(4.9)

Figures 4.8 through 4.10 show this parameter for three values of k

(200 mD, 100mD,50mD) for ranges of resource temperature and heating

load. These figures can determine the boundary of region Z
3
of Figure

4.1. The value of e
r

close to 1 means that the combination actually

does not give that much advantage over direct heating in terms of

the effectiveness. Combination gives a great advantages for the lower

resource temperature cases(close to 320K which is assumed to be the

lower limit temperature of direct heating) and high load cases.

However, it should be remembered that even though the value of

effectiveness ratio(6
r
) increases, the value of effectiveness(e)

itself decreases as the load increases.

The fossil fuel savings can be a useful parameter for deter-

mining the maximum favorable load conditions. Figure 4.11 shows how

the optimum effectiveness and optimum fossil fuel savings vary for a

range of heating load3:2 At a certain heating load, the fossil fuel

savings show a maximum value. This load is defined as "a maximum

12 The evaluation of fossil fuel savings is restricted to the point

which yields the optimum effectiveness.
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favorable load" in this study. It is thus recommended that the system

load should not exceed this value per well bore pair. Figure 4.12

shows such load conditions for a range of To and several values of

k. Figures 4.13 through 4.15 provide useful information for the

initial estimation of the heating potential of aquifer at a relatively

low temperature. It is noted from these figures that the required

flow rates are relatively constant irrespective of resource temper-

atures once the load conditions are specified. This is because the

differences between the resource temperature and optimum injection

temperature for a specified heating load are about equal. Once the

desired flow rate is known from these figures, the well separation

can be calculated from Equation (4.1).

If the thickness of aquifer is different from that specified

in these figures, k
eq

evaluated from Equation (4.8) may be used. For

instance, for k= 200 mD and b= 50m case, k
eq

from Equation (4.8) is

100 mD. Thus k= 100'0) curve shows the necessary information for this

case.

4.5 Heat Pump System

If the resource temperature is not high enough for direct

heating or combination, heat pumps must be used. Such a temperature

limit is assumed to be 320K in this study.

The role of injection temperature for the overall performance

is significant in the heat pump system. Figure 4.16 shows the effect

of injection temperature upon the effectiveness for a particular
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Figure 4.13. Optimum injection temperature and optimum flow

rate as functions of heating load for combination

(k = 200 mD case).
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Figure 4.14. Optimum injection temperature and optimum flow
rate as functions of heating load for combination

(k = 100 mD case).
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case specified. Here also it is noted that the value of effectiveness

is very small even at the maximum case. It is thus necessary to

investigate the maximum favorable load condition which maximizes

the fossil fuel savings. Figure 4.17 shows such a limit of recommend-

able load conditions for several values of intrinsic permeability

as a function of resource temperature.

Figures 4.18 through 4.20 show useful information for the

initial estiamtion of heating potential and system design. Here also

the optimum flow rate is relatively constant for a specified heating

load irrespective of resource temperature since the differences

between the resource temperature and optimum injection temperature

for a specified heating load are about equal. The required well

separation can be calculated from Equation (4.1) with the flow rate

information of these figures. Here also keq
can be used for the

different b value cases from that specified in these figures.
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Figure 4.16. Effectiveness of heat pump system as a function

of injection temperature for specified load

conditions.
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Figure 4.19. Optimum injection temperature and optimum flow

rate as functions of heating load for heat pump

system(k = 100 mD case).
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5. INCREASING FLOW MODEL

Since the production temperature drastically decreases after

thermal breakthrough, it is desirable to design the system to be

ended at that time. However, if the well system already exists with

a small distance between the production and injection wells, the

output from this system must be small if the operation stops at the

thermal breakthrough. Thus the operation should be continued after

thermal breakthrough for more output.

This chapter considers the case of exploiting the maximum

potential from the aquifer with a fixed well separation at a rela-

tively small distance. The production rate after thermal breakthrough

is assumed to increase with a constant injection temperature to

maintain a constant load. Such a scheme is termed "Increasing Flow

Model" in this study. Since the surface system is under unsteady

operation due to the production temperature decreasing, it is hard

to predict the performance of such a system. Therefore, it is

assumed that the surface system is under the steady operation by

using the feed back fluid as was explained in Section 2.2.3(see

Figure 2.7). The performance of such a steady operation can be safely

assumed as a minimum performance that can be expected.

5.1 Preliminaries

The analysis of this chapter is based upon the same life time

and the other values of parameters of Table 4.1.
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The expression of the effectiveness in this model is somewhat

different from that of the Constant Flow Model. It should be remem-

bered that the injected geothermal fluid is assumed to be discarded.

However, this discarded fluid starts to mix with the original

resource fluid when thermal breakthrough occurs, which results in

the production temperature decreasing and the flow rate increasing.

Therefore, the available energy which flows through the production

well bore after thermal breakthrough actually comes from two

different sources, the resource and injection. The part which comes

from the resource should be considered as a useful input in the

expression of the effectiveness. The part from the injection only

degrades the production temperature, which results in the decreased

output and increased pump work. The energy extraction rate in this

model is constant throughout the project life time as is evident

from Equation (2.46). Therefore, the available energy extraction

rate is also constant. Using the initial flow rate Q/, the available

energy extraction rate from the resource can be expressed as

pwCwQI [(T
o-

TE) -TE ln(T
o
/T
E
)]. Thus for the power generation, the

effectiveness is given by

POWER
c

pwCwQI [(T
0-

TE) - TE ln(T
o
/T

E
))

and for the heating system

E =
pwCwQ

I
[(T

0-
TE) - TE ln(T

o
/T

E
) ] +(EWork)/c

PP
(5.2)

L H(1 - T
E
/T

space)

(5.1)

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are still valid here.
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A computer program developed for this model is basically a two-

dimensional search in the Q
I i
- T space. The initial flow rate Q

I
is

varied from QI,min to
QI,max

in an increment of AI. For each Qv the

basic pattern of aquifer resistance and non-dimensional production

temperature are calculated as a function of time. This temperature

profile determines the flow rate Q by Equation (2.47). The injection

temperature T. is varied from T. to T. in an increment of AT
1 1,min 1,max i

for each Qv The total geothermal pump work during the project life

time is computed from the basic pattern of aquifer resistance for

each Ti, from which the average pump work is obtained and used for

the performance calculations. The limits and increment of injection

temperature are specified differently for each system(power genera-

tion, heating, combination and heat pump). The performance calcula-

tions of the surface systems are based upon the constant system inlet

temperature Ts. The other parts of the program are the same as those of

the Constant Flow Model.

5.2 Selection of Applicable Systems

It is shown in Chapter IV that the power generation shows better

performance than heating for the high temperature region(higher than

435 K). For instance, the effectiveness of the power generation is

0.348 and the effectiveness of direct heating is only 0.266 for the

resource temperature of 470 K case(see Figure 4.5). However, this

is not true when the operation is continued after thermal breakthrough

to exploit the maximum potential from the given well system. The
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production temperature decreasing after thermal breakthrough seri-

ously reduces the performance of the power generation.

Figure 5.1 shows the production temperature, flow rate and

pump work of geothermal fluid as a function of time for the Increasing

Flow Model for a set of data specified. It is shown that the produc-

tion temperature starts to decrease drastically at the thermal

breakthrough(about 4.8 years in this case). This results in the flow

rate increasing from the initial flow rate in order to maintain a

constant surface load. It is also shown that the geothermal fluid

pump work is not required at an early period of project life time

due to the significant buoyancy effect. Pump work is required from

t= 6 years. From this time, the pump work increases due to the

flow rate increasing. Such an increasing tendency is shown as an

almost linear function of time. The flow rate and production temper-

ature at the end of the project life time is defined as constant system

flow rate, Q
s

, and constant system inlet temperature, T
s

, respectively

(see Figures5.1 and 2.7). The effectiveness of this system for the

application of power generation during the total project life time

(25 years) has been evaluated as 0.215. This is the result from the

injection temperature and initial flow rate specified. A different

injection temperature will result in different performance. Therefore,

the optimum injection temperature will exist for each initial flow

rate. Figure 5.2 shows such an optimum injection temperature and the

resultant constant system inlet temperature as a function of initial

flow rate Q1 for the power generation case. The net power output is
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Figure 5.2. Optimum injection temperature(Ti), system inlet

temperature(Ts) and net power output as functions

of initial flow rate for Increasing Flow Model.
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also shown. This net power should be understood as the average net

power output during the project life time. It is thus considered

that the following factors reduce the performance of power gener-

ation:

1) Injection temperature(Ti) increasing

2) System inlet temperature(T
s
) decreasing

3) Geothermal fluid pump work increasing

On the other hand, the temperature decreasing effect after thermal

breakthrough is not so serious for the performance of direct heating.

For the direct heating system, the only factor which reduces the

performance is the increasing of geothermal fluid pump work.

Figure 5.3 shows the performance comparison between the power

generation and direct heating for two resource temperatures, 450 K

and 470 K. It should be noted that as the initial flow rate increases

from that of the Constant Flow Model(the flow rate corresponding to

the vertical line denoted by CONSTANT FLOW), the performance of

direct heating exceeds the performance of power generation rapidly.

It is thus considered that power generation is not a good system

for this production model.

The combination is also not applicable for this production model.

Due to the production temperature decreasing, the combination can

work only in the very narrow ranges of flow rate and injection temper-

ature. For the visualization of the performance of combination, the

performance diagram in the Q
I

Ti space is useful. Figure 5.4 shows

the performance diagram of the combination for the particular cases
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specified. The vertical line, denoted by "DIRECT HEATING" in this

figure, corresponds to the direct heating only case(no heat pump).

The flow rate corresponding to the horizontal line denoted by

"CONSTANT FLOW" means the flow rate which is required for the Constant

Flow Model. It is shown from this figure that there are many

possibilities of combining different injection temperature and flow

rate to achieve a specified load. The maximum loads that can be

achieved by combination are about 1.5 MW for case (A) and 6 MW for

case (B). If the load conditions exceed these values, the direct

heating part cannot work due to too low of a production temperature

at the later part of the project life time. It is readily seen from

this figure that the maximum effectiveness occurs near the direct

heating lines for both cases. It is shown in Chapter IV that the

combination shows a good performance for high load and low resource

temperature case. However, such a high load cannot be achieved by

the combination in the Increasing Flow Model. Thus the combination

is also considered as an inadequate system for the production model

of this chapter.

Direct heating is considered as a good system applicable for

the Increasing Flow Model. If the resource temperature is too low

for direct heating, the heat pump system must be considered. Thus

these two systems will be considered in the following sections.

5.2.1 Direct Heating

The load is simply proportional to the flow rate for the direct
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heating because the injection temperature is constant. However,

attention should be given to the geothermal fluid pump work which

becomes high for the later part of the project life time due to the

production temperature lowering. It is thus important to operate the

system under the maximum favorable load condition which maximizes the

fossil fuel savings.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the load curves of direct heating

system in the To space for two different well separation cases

(D=300 m and D=500 m). The dotted lines are the constant load lines

and the solid lines indicate the operating position for achieving the

maximum favorable load. The figures in the parenthesis of the solid

line are the thickness of aquifer (given in m) and the intrinsic

permeability(given in mD). For instance, for D=300 m, To=380K,

b= 50m and k= 200 mD case, such a favorable load is found to be

about 10 MW from Figure 5.5. To achieve this load, the initial flow

rate should be about 0.035 m3/sec. Therefore, the recommendable load

conditions should not exceed this value for this case.

5.2.2 Heat Pump System

To achieve heating from the lower temperature resource(too low

for direct heating), the only system which can be applied is the

heat pump system. Since the injection temperature effect is shown

at the production well in the Increasing Flow Model, careful control

of the flow rate and injection temperature are required to accom-

plish a maximum performance.
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Figure 5.7 shows the load curves and the optimum operating

lines of heat pump system in the Q1- Ti space at the particular case

specified. Dotted lines are the constant load lines and the solid

lines are the operating lines for achieving the maximum effectiveness.

On this operating line, the maximum fossil fuel savings occur at the

point denoted by O. For D= 300 m, To=315K, b= 100m and k= 200 mD

case, such a load condition is about 2.1 MW from Figure 5.7. If the

desired load is 1.5 MW, the initial flow rate and injection temper-

ature should be 0.015 m3/sec and 295K for accomplishing the system

operation at the maximum effectiveness. The flow rate corresponding

to the horizontal line denoted by CONSTANT FLOW is the one required

for the Constant Flow Model. The performance diagrams for the

different well separation and geologic conditions are shown in

Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 shows such diagrams for the resource tempera-

ture at 310 K.

As the geothermal fluid pump work becomes significant (low

resource temperature, low intrinsic permeability and low aquifer

thickness cases), the maximum favorable load point(denoted by )

approaches the CONSTANT FLOW line, which means that the given condi-

tions are not so adequate for the Increasing Flow Model. In other

words, the Constant Flow Model may be tolerated for such cases.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been shown that for the thermodynamically desirable

operation of forced geoheat recovery from hot water aquifers,

attention should be given not only to the surface systems but

also to the subsurface systems. The resource temperatures, load

conditions, permeabilities and the thickness of the aquifers are all

important parameters. The distance between the wells should be long

enough to insure the constant production temperature during the

designed project life time(Constant Flow Model). Injection temper-

ature is identified as the basic parameter to be optimized.

The selection of the type of the surface application is

important for the best performance. The decision regarding what

the best surface application is can be made by comparison of the

effectiveness of each system at the optimum operating conditions.

Power generation and space heating(direct heating, combination

and heat pump) have been the only candidate surface systems

considered in this study. Results show that power generation can

be selected based simply on the resource temperature alone. When

the resource temperature is higher than about 435 K, power genera-

tion had the best performance of all systems over the range of

parameters considered. However, the selection of the combination

is not so simple. The load condition, the resource temperature,

the permeability and the thickness of the aquifer should be all

considered. Figures 4.8 through 4.10 can be used for such a decision
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making. For the very low temperature resource(assumed to be lower

than 320 K in this study), the only applicable system is the heat

pump. These considerations automatically decide the adequate ranges

of direct heating.

The optimum operation of the system as well as the selection

is important. The injection temperature basically determines the

optimum operation. For the power generation case, the optimum

injection temperature is relatively constant at 348 K. However, for

the combination and heat pump cases, the resource temperature, load

condition, permeability and the thickness of aquifer must all be

considered. Figures 4.13 through 4.15 show the optimum operation of

the combination and Figures 4.18 through 4.20 show the optimum

operation of the heat pump.

The power generation potential or the heating potential of the

aquifer can be estimated from the output of such optimum operations.

These estimates are useful for the initial evaluation of the geother-

mal well design of a doublet.

The load conditions play important roles in determining the

optimum injection temperatures for combination and heat pump. The

limits of favorable load conditions also have been considered for

such systems.

Analyses also have been done on an existing well system with

a relatively small distance between the wells. The continued oper-

ation after thermal breakthrough is desired in such a case. Careful

control of flow rate and injection temperature are required. The
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flow rate should increase after thermal breakthrough in order to

maintain a constant surface load(Increasing Flow Model). The

selection of the direct heating system has been considered as a good

choice in such a case. Since the geothermal fluid pump work becomes

very high at the later period of project life time, attention should

be given to the limit of the favorable load conditions. For the

very low temperature resource, heat pump system must be used. In

such a case, the flow rate and injection temperature are equally

important. The optimum operation of the heat pump system has been

shown in the performance diagram of 0,- Ti space with the other

parameters such as load condition, resource temperature, perme-

ability and the thickness of the aquifer.

The well system considered in this work is the single

recharging-discharging well pair, which is the most simple one in

the forced geoheat recovery systems. Probably more involved well

systems can be used to make better use of aquifer. One such system

is the line source and line sink by infinite well array. In the

actual situation, a finite number of wells can simulate such a well

system. The advantage of such a well array is that the flow field

generated can be approximated as a uniform flow which can simply

sweep the thermal energy of the aquifer uniformly. Therefore, at the

thermal breakthrough, the region of interest can be completely used

unless the horizontal conduction or the buoyancy effect is

significant, which results in the efficient use of the aquifer. In

such a well system, the head loss through the aquifer is proportional
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to the distance between the source line and sink line, the feature

of which is different from that of a doublet case. Also the hori-

zontal conduction and buoyancy effect may strongly affect the

production temperature profile in such a case. Thermodynamic analysis

of such a system may present interesting results and can be recom-

mended for the future work.
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APPENDIX I

MAXIMUM FLOW RATE

The maximum flow rate which insures that the analyses of Chapter

2 are valid should be considered from two viewpoints, the Darcy's

law viewpoint and the hydraulic fracturing viewpoint as is indicated

in Chapter 2. Each viewpoint is considered below.

A. Maximum Discharge in the Range of Darcy's Law

The validity of Darcy's law falls in the region of laminar flow

where the Reynolds number is less than 1. Reynolds number which is

defined as Equation (2.6) is maximum at the soil surface of the well

(sand face) where the water enters the aquifer and the Darcy velocity

is maximum. The Darcy velocity at the sand face of well is

V =
2r Trb

(A.1)

Thus the following inequality is established in order to insure the

total flow field in the laminar region.

Qp
w
d

2Trr
(A.2)

Therefore, the maximum flow rate, Q
max,L'

which insures the laminar

flow field is

2Trr
W
bp

Qmax,L p
w
d

(A.3)

The value of average grain diameter d ranges from 0.3x 10-4 to
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2x 10-4 m[7]. For a well radius of 0.15m with 100m thick aquifer

at 450K, Q
max,L

is 0.075 m3/sec for d = 2 x 10-4m.

It is noted that even if the flow rate exceeds that value, the

deviation from laminar flow occurs only at the place very close to

the sand face of well because the Darcy velocity is inversely

proportional to the distance from the center of the well bore.

B. Hydraulic Fracturing

The water in the aquifer is at hydrostatic pressure(about

9 kPa/m of depth) which is substantially lower than the overburden

compressive stress(about 23 kPa/m of depth). Hydraulic fracturing

occurs when the water pressure exceeds a certain value. Such a

breakdown pressure level is in the range of 0.6 to 1 times the

overburden compressive stress. Maximum pressure occurs near the

injection well, where the total pressure is the sum of hydrostatic

pressure and the excess injection pressure. Taking the lower value

of breakdown pressure level(0.6 times overburden compressive stress),

the following inequality can be established in order to insure no

fracturing.

1
pwgH + 2

lurb
In D

rw< 1.5pwgH (A.4)

Thus the maximum flow rate, Qma
x,F

, which insures no fracturing is

p
w
gHlurb

Qmax,F pin(D/r
w
).

(A.5)

-4For k = 200 mD, b = 100 m, D = 300 m, rw= 0.15 m and p = 9.4 x 10kg/m sec
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(evaluated at 300 K), Q
max,F

= 0.0804 m3/sec for H= 1000m and

Qmax,F=
0.1608 m3/sec for H=2000 m. Q

max,F
can be increased about

3 times those values if p is evaluated at 360 K. From this sample

calculation, it is seen that the possibilities of fracturing are very

small for the deep aquifer.

These considerations were done only near the well bore. It must

be noted that these influences decrease very rapidly as the point of

interest is moved from the well bore into the aquifer.



APPENDIX II

NOMENCLATURE

A Area

A
c

Cross sectional area

a Half distance of well separation

b Thickness of aquifer

C Specific heat

COPH Coefficient of performance in heating

D Well separation

d Average diameter of the grain

ffs Fossil fuel savings

H Depth of aquifer

h Hydraulic head

i Unit of imaginary number

K Hydraulic conductivity

k Intrinsic permeability

k
eq

Equivalent intrinsic permeability

KR
Thermal conductivity

L
H

Heating load

1 Length

Binary fluid flow rate per unit mass flow of geothermal

fluid

Flow rate of cooling water per unit mass flow of geothermal

fluid

Reynolds number

c

N
R

127
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p Pressure

Q Volume flow rate of geothermal fluid

q Volume flow rate of geothermal fluid within the stream
channel

R Aquifer resistance

r
e

Flow dimension

S Flow channel area

S
max

Maximum flow channel area

S
s

Specific storage

T Temperature

T
E

Environment temperature

T. Injection temperature

T
o

Resource temperature

T
w

Production temperature

T
wD

Non-dimensional production temperature

T Temperature(decreasing injection temperature case)

AT Pinch point temperature

OT
app

Approach temperature

t Time

t
D

Non-dimensional time

t
L

Project life time

Velocity

v
c

Specific volume of binary fluid at the exit of condenser

W Work

W(z) Complex potential

w Work per unit mass flow of geothermal fluid
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x

Y

z

Greek

x coordinate

y coordinate

z coordinate or complex variable

a Vertical compressibility of the granular skeleton

E3,
Coefficient of thermal expansion of geothermal fluid

Compressibility of the fluid

IP
Stream function

(D, Velocity potential

Sb
Porosity

c Effectiveness

c
r

Effectiveness ratio

X Non-dimensional coefficient, pwCwpACAQb/pRCRKRD2

n Efficiency

p Viscosity

p Density

6 Angle

a
z

Vertical stress

Subscripts

A Aquifer

aq Aquifer

app Approach

av Average

B Boiler
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by Buoyancy

C Condenser(power system)

CC Carnot cycle

cirp Circulation pump

comp Compressor

con Condenser(heat pump)

cool Cooling

ctf Cooling tower fan

cw Cooling water

D Non-dimension

E Environment

fg Saturated liquid and saturated vapor

fp Feed pump

G Generator

gp Geothermal fluid pump

HE Heat exchanger

hp Heat pump

I Initial

Injection

j Stream channel number

L Loss

o Resource

p Pinch point

PP Power plant

R Cap rock or bed rock
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r Rock in the aquifer

s System or isentropic process

T Turbine

tot Total

W Well

w Geothermal fluid

x x axis component

y y axis component

z z axis component



APPENDIX III

LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAM AND SAMPLE OUTPUT

A.1 Constant Flow Model(Power Generation)

ekUu.KAR euoiKwetimeuTtUtarUit

1L_QF
THIS PROGRAM S/WULATFaxlEirli!nuriElig OEIERAT/QN ANO SNOWS

TTY

TEMPERATURE. 'ERFORMANCE PARAMETERS ARE EFFE.TIVEN INO
C ""A"P FOSSIL FUEL SAVINQ.

C-AL--MFP-,MC-LWIN:LE;
DIMENSION X(501Y(50)
COMMON Rt50.1221,.RN(50.1001.NLAQ(1021,4LGPUIOA.SPW(120)000,

132

AXKI003,1yiLT,:-lvesuLPLI.i.KileetkMipriA1491.14itiligNIl1ziA,MILf;e1.4AMAA
AD.NLS

.____C.TStAtt*INRUT 01T1
READ,PORSTY,ROWCW.RORCR.GAMAN,ROW.CPW.DEPAQ.NAQ
READ4,PERM

RE40*.TLY.DT2sEFFDP,EFFr,EFFG,EFFGP,MLS,EPLANT
REA0*,TENW
YRINI 01,71 1344/.. UAUA
WRITE(41.699)

--$19..TIECf-.2-21LL-
WRITE(g.701.)P3RSTY
WRITE(*.7112)2ERM
WR.
WR/TE(*.211)DE
MR/TE(9704)2DWDW
Artlitt'irlii7/KJK.K
WRITE(4'9707)20

(4,9 79R1rV
WRITL(A.709)!FSP
WR/TE(*.020)NLS
WR E
WR TE(*91
WRITE (,T171Z1

)

. (1,31sT)
WRITE1*. 141'1E9,
WRITE(A, 154Ero
WRITEt3.716ATE4V

C

R/TE-4A-.4'11):71.ANT
wrzirEt4P,75a)
REQUIRED FLOW RITE

123 010.6T.1200.1TiEN
Sr Tft 113
ENDIF
TLS=TLY*365.324.+3600.
0A-Cit-APP-6*S-T-Y-14-3-W0104-9-RST-14-4420Rri.t
PI=4.4TAN(1.)
0=11204CA0DANAQ/CROW:WTLSJ)+PI/3.

pr 44:11rc.c Kt.141ANLt. AI itelvtRAluKt
C* **0Y DENERATIN; FLOW FIELD

TO=423.
T/m342.

AP-W444.
XK0=6AMAWAPERMAC0.987E-1.511VISCOS(TO)
IM/74AMAW.PERM.().957EL5)/VISCOS(TI)
rail.
OTHETA=PUNT-IETA
THETA=DTAETA12
NTLY=./FIX(TLI)
DAPINNACQ*A/(PIAMAQ1)R3W:WfROACA

VOSwO.
X(I)=0/3.-ROCOS(TNETA)
ftr)=RITASIAATIETAI
THETAmTNETA+3TIETA
XTM=X(II
"CTN=T(Ii
ROwZ.AALOGt0fRW) /(XWNAQDTMETA)

TIM Y=0.
R1=RD
Ti

40 IIXT4=VX(XTN.(TI.A)QAPI1
____NYINFOCIAZA.5411.1.LAJAQAP14



VTH=SORTIVXT-loin.VYTN"21
11=SORT(tXTH+41 *21.YIN+412)

OTS=OIST/tVT4'1.0.1
CI SG
OTS=OIST/VIN
ENOIF
D-T =04-5-/-3-1-5 3.611-1-
XTHM=XT4+4/XTi*DTS/Z.
YTHM=YTM+VYTAOTS/Z.
ITATmm=vxixlmliplimm.al A; 1M
VYTHM=Vr(XT144.fTHM.A/*qAPIH
YTtIMFTIMXIAX.±VYT4*.**21
XTHF=XTi+VXT-1,10UTS
TINF=YTH+YYT-01*OTS

YTHM=fTiaVYTiM+3TS/2.
XTH=KTHF
TTFINTT71-
VXM=VX(XTOWT440WitVW1PI*HAQ*PORSTY11

i l 3'11 . = V X (P r *HA ca*Pattsix..0
VM=S1RTIVXM*.02VTM4121
OS=1,THMeCTS
yos.ins-144Ae
TIMEY=TIIET4.0TY
RESIST=RO.0.2.00E*POZSTY*(1."-XKI/XKO)*VOS/(Q*OTHET:*XKI)
Nr=iFIAiiIntr/
IF(NY.Cc.NCOLINT1T4E4
ael_52.A.:NCnumT,4Y
R( I,K)=R1.(RESEST-RIA*(=LOAT(K)-TYL)/(TIMEY-TTI)

52 CONTINUE
al-RECIS
TY1=TINEY
NCOUNT=Nr+1

IF(TIMEY.;T.rLfIT1EN
so_In 51
ENOIF
L=SORT((XTN+4/4"o2+fTH"2)
EF4-kiLLT.JITS.4-t
DO 55 KK=NG0J4T.NTLY
$211,10:1=RO'XKO/XKI

11----
E

7avrmar
.S

JO TO._ ..44
ENOIF

51 CONTINUE
C*4wPG4E-1.1-77:NlAr

WRITE1+,52110
WRITE1',8221Q

WRITE(*.202)

TO=441a.
14 AAO=1PI*0+0Z34.CA+44Q/3.1s1TO-TENVTENVI'AL0G(T0 ,TEN1i1)

m =-7
T/=.530.

C BOILER TEMPERAT:RE FINDER
iG I1=41U.,

NFG1P=1((452....T3)*100208./1.7996)*40.3646/31.000.
CP0111.12A1.1...0014112.U.13=1LL.12tti.412q1+2-1.4_51±1021,..
DIFF=CTO-TBOr21/4FGIPITE1+0TPTI1/(CPAVIP*(TB...S15.//
DIFFi=0IFF
T-451.44

18=311.
11. /FIT3.GT.TO1T4E4

4U 1J 13vow
4FGIF=Li( iza=a1,212aust./1.799a)*!±1.24.4_614,11183
PAV/Pr--(0.i43451I(T3-310.)*31.405)+2.445)+1.*43.
0/FF7.(T0.-73-0Ta) /4F;IP-.(Te+OTPTD/CCPAVIP*(T11-310.1)

TB=Ta14.43S(CIIFF11/(48S(OIFF1)+ABS(DIFF))
ELSE

DIFF2=0IFF
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GO TO 11
ENOIF

6 ,RO-S ?Doi-ER JJT UNO LOSSES
CPAVIP=111.00045*1(79-310.)"1.417514.2.3.91,1000.

HIP=(TO-TI)*CPw/(CPAVIP(T11-310.)+HFGIP1
08PCIP=4.1749i(T8-315.1**1.9519)4,1004.

qi2SIP=14.6110.1.(TB-310.1-0.040107*1(1T0-362.75)**21**1.26381
44.11.25)1000.
OLLECT=4LP*N1Z4/P'zFFT':F-F5*4.0W*(2
NCL0=((wFDP/(ROW*01)+CPW*(TO-TI)-NIP4H12SIP*EFFT)/(4150.*13.33)

----4CIRP=42-2 ±4.C1.4.1Ao4±2
4CLTF=155.4,4C,4*ROW
CALL GFPW(TO,//,Otow4v)

AoUT=NE1, 4TILS
EPOWER=A U 1AAQ
FPSP=NLI-twi/L'LiNU
WRITWIZOkiILLNLEZI.E'2WER,FFSPIGPWAV

ST,MTWI imirTrnm TFmRFRATIVOF
TI=TI+2.
IF(7/.Lf.370.1THEN
i0-t2

ASSIGNINGC ASSIGNING DIFFERENT PRO)iCTION TEMPERATURE
14 10=1U+1U.

IF(TO.LE.474./T4Em
tu

ENDIF
C*****ASSIGN/NG DIFFERENT WEL. SEPARATION

GO ro 183
599 FORNAT1s1t,X3ASIC DATAt1
(UU FUNRATIAUX.X44UiFt)
701 FORmAT(t0t,SPOROSITY OF AQUIFER* F12.2)

_70? FORKAX IDZO

703 FORmATts tysi4/CKNESS OF AQUIFERs,29X,F 2. .t 4t1

611 FORMAT(* tvtOEPTH OF ADJIFERt.29X9F12.2.t M*)
t 22 X-1_ I. 2

705 FORMAT(: t,s4EAT CAPACITY OF ROCKt2Z4X.F12.29* Jf4**3 Kt)
707 FORMAT): ti*R43IUS OF WELLt93/X.Flt.2,* Mt)
TU6 PU4NAI(X LItL Ilfits,[,JX.F14.Z0 itAKt1
709 FORMAT(: t.*EFrICI4NCY 4-F GEOTHERMAL FLUID PUMPt.111K.F12.2)

FOR3ATLK4s44f..li-q .FugRuaagi__
711 FORMAT(tUtisIEO-PENTANE BINARY CYCLE(SATURATED RANKINE CYCLE):)
712 FORHATit sssC34)ENSER TEMPERATUREs.29Xls 310.04 (*)

R4 A;4 -0--s v-041-1-44: 3:4-r2-5-X F 12

26X

.97

4
3

FORMAT*:
:;=LMifin; T553rreelLi!hR r26

T15 FORnATtr s. sEF'-I.,EmCfoeir GEdERATDR4.22K,F12.27

716__FOMAT(* $2fi1(13.211 N MPERATUREt_122XxE12.2,t Kfl
521FORMArtsili, *iL H F6: )44i

790 FORMAT(t1s,sP34=R

622 FORMAT(: spitFLOW RATE g,F3.4,t 4**3ISEOs)
344 --F-ORMAT4i lt,tS.WACZ MEAD LOSS OF CCO-TOERMAL FLAJ43*,--611+32.204--Mli-

728 FORHAT(C)t,tAVERAGE EFFECTIVENESS OF FOSSIL FUEL POWER PLANT$, -

AF 9.21
cOr FuKKAIAs-u-s.srRa4up,TIumf..FA.=IN.Jt;. 11J4,2A.stLEL 41p. 7X.DA,Xtrit61

11/VENESStp5X,tFOSSIL Ftli'..t,5XisGEOTHERMAL fogIP*1

FORMAtit *fF z(miasklimaA_Lak
*WORK, AtERAGEt)

203 FORMAT(* tips (K) s912X.S(K)tip1IXT:(4/SEC):1,27X.t(J/SEC)t.11X.
4,4441-9EC4-0

204 FORNAT1t siO X,F111.297X.E21.4.6X.F8.4,9X.E1.1.4.97X.E11.41
908 FORNAT(s $,F8.2)
"3 STOP

END
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[Mt/N/1167N 11:5KUUtIN- o! 1(
SUBROUTINE aFP4(TO.T1f;'MAV)
r*OHNON_R15041911,214(51909214AL.9211.9111122.1..C.PAIAJULARD,C.TLY,EFFG.OEP%Q.RW.RERM,MAQ,OTHETA,NTMETA,NTLY,PI,C, MAN
A,D,HLS

KONmiiA-MA4*-PI-RA-44-0w447
XKIN=GAMAN+P.;RN3(0.987E-15)/ViSAS(Til
RON=2.*ALOCi(DIR4) ftXKON*HAQ*0 SETA)
Du /01 1=1,Niltik
00 102 121,NTLY

__RN(I4J1.=_LIALX<TV-i-/XK241istRtteil-!ft131/(1.0!)==1*LXICOLtADM
112 CONT/NUE

131 CONTINUE
-0A+4"1tE40 -LOSS IU TlE AQL1

4LADO=Q*ALOG(DfRW)/iXKUI*NAVTII
DO 103 J:LeNTLY
ler0.1,1=0.
00 104 I=1,NtiETA

104 CONTINUE
KTOTINPALOTZW*1-/RVUT.J)

RTOT=1S(RTOTIN2.)
LAQ-C4)-4114-04-w

193 CONTINUE
C HEAD LOSS IN TiE WELLS, HEAD LOSS IN THE SURFACE SYSTEMS AND
C-"--nEmu 0Als 15UUTANwT trPt61

MLWELL=0.053E*Atel*C1/(4.9.81*PImPI*IRW"51)
L3 1(0-06421qT1+Trit7--14,-a2iiinnan_)*(rn-r/)*D=DILA
DO 105 j=1,NTLY
HLGP(J)=MLAQUItHLWELL+WLS-HGE,
IrtIlLGP(J14t71.
HLGP(.1) =1.
ENOIF

LDS LUNT/Milt
04LGPO=sLAQ0.0.1LWELL+ILS-Sg8
IFIMLaPa-Lt-4_ir4r4
MLGP0=0.
ENDIF
:PWMINsCAMAWA.2a4LC-P0 IEFFCP
DC 106 4=1,NrLf
GPW(J)=.,AMAW626HLOPIJI/EFF00

--t1S--Z0IFTImuE
GPMMAX=GPWINTLY4

:****CALI:ULATION OF TOTAL GEOTHFRMAL ,FLUID_ PUMP WORK_ALTALEEMIDAL___
C*"1"RULE

GPWTOT=8.
NTOINTLY 1
DO 137 J=1,NTL
0PWTOTs.SPWTOTI,c,'W(J)

107 i.Oralmut
;PWTOT=GPWTOT*31536030A4(GPMN/N+GPMMAX)*31556100./2.
GPWAY=ZPW_TOTttMULY*1151.&20/1-i
RET
END

^ vi
FUNCTION vrs:as(r)
vmns=q_aPtxtr_e_allsamittz*An71.1.1VISCOS174(VISCOSJ-211.535) +2.1462 120.)+12.
if/SCOS=1./VISCOS

END

-Cwirv.wDErpTi-rrnr7F-F77TZT/73N-TX
FUNCTION vxoc,roki
Ifin/140.4.2Yo4,7wA04,71itLX8,112.[41112wAa+214.1,2*4-4,TX4P+,117*A21)
RETURN
END

r *UNwT/UN wf-
FUNCTION VY(X,Y,A)
Y/F2 .,Yritts,..7..y.*2..n**21**2+1,_s(y...214.triP3211
RETURN
END
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A.2 Sample Computer Output of Constant Flow Model(Power Generation)

BASIC DATA

AQUIFER

POROSITY OF AQUIFER .20
--INTRINSIC-PERrEA
THICKNESS OF AQUIFER 188.80 14

-0EPTN OF AuUi-PER 2000.18
HEAT CAPACITY OF MATER v000884.00 JIW0+3 K
HEAT CAPACITY OP 0 000000.00 JtN"3 K
RADIUS OF WELL .15 M
SYSTEM LICE TIME 25.00 YE-*RS
EFFICIENCY OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID PUMP .75

--SURFACE-NIMM-L-OSS-01-StlIMERMAL FLUID 15.00 M

44044C-R-G

-ISO-PENTANE 8INAR-T-CY-OLS4SATURA4S0--R10441.4-E-G-KCLE1
CONDENSER TEMPERATURE 310.30 K

--P1NCN T- EMP-ERA-TURE 8.33 K
EFFICIENCY OF FEED PUMP .68
Err-m.1E4e Y OF TU2BIMC
EFFICIENCY OF GENERATOR

--E-WV IR-ONMENT-TE

.90



POWER GENERATION

WELL SEPARATION 500.00 N
-FLOW-RATE-

PRODUCTION
TEMP
1K/

400.00

v0149-0,441SE0

INJECTION ELECtRICITY
TEMP NET
1K1 1J/SECI

EFFECTIVENESS FOSSIL FUEL
SAVING
1.11SECI

--a-6461E406

GEOTHERMAL PUMP
WORK. AVERAGE

13/SECI

331.01 11938E+06 .140E5 .2659E485
332.00 .2118E106 .1550 .7061E615 .2617E005
334.08 .2266E106 .1666 .1554E115 .2581E105
336.00 .2471(6)6 .1617 .8236E016 .2551(.05
330.00 .2563E,606 .1004. .0542E106 .2526E105
340.80 .2632E615 .1936 .6774(406 .2506(185
342.00 --.2601E1115 ----a-4112 .8941E40t .2490(405----
344.10 .2775E14111, .1041 .9250E116 .2479E105
346.10 .2706(113 .2049 .9285E103 :2473E005
348.00 .2753E615 .2046 .9275E116 .2410E005
35040 .2165E116 .2033 .9216(406 42471E+45
352.10 .2734(606 .2011 .9115E116 .2476E005

2405E+115154.10
356.00

.2597E6446

.2638E606
.1974
.1940

.8974E+416

.5194E106 .2491E405
358.00 .2538E106 .1866 .8461E406 .2515E405
360.00 .2467E616 .1014 .8225E105 .2532E005
362.08 :2387E186 .1150 s79511(016 :2554E115
364.00 .2299E616 .1690 .1662E103 .2519(105

----:2601E/05-----366.00 r2282E145 .1619 .7339E+16
368.08 .2073E406 .1524 .6910E4606 .2630E105
370.11 .1964E116 .1444 .6545E416 626/2E185

410.00
330.00 .2551E006 .1625 .0605E105 .2041E105
332.00 .2093E/16 .1021 .9642E105 .2000E105

1964E485-434.01
336.00

13061(+46-
.3198E116

.1927

.2014
w-1018E+07
.1066E011 .1934E115

338.00 .3392E105 .2136 -.1131(407- .1909(405
340.00 .3474E106 .2188 .1158E00/ .1009E105
342.00
344.08

.3534E085

.3575E605
.2229
.2251

,tirsEter
.1192E101

-.1013E105
.1862E085

145400 - -E8662E105 Ar2a0G rieetetar
340.00 .3665E606 .2308 .1222(607 .1853E105
350.00 .3654E085 .2301- .1218E117 .1054E615
352.01 .3630E116 .2286 .1210E107 .1559E105
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B.1 Constant Flow Model(Heating)

rKV4KAM KtAl.t WFUltUUIFIP;
C""***THIS PROGRAM :A41.K.ATES THE HEATING PERFORMANCES OF GEOTHERMAL

_C DIRECT _HF_Al1til.._,&11HRINILLON-LEaIRELIT HEALLNG ANn HEAT PUMP
C AND HEAT PUMP ONLY :ASES AT A SPECIFIED LOAD AS A FUNCTION

OF INJE:TION TEMPERATURE. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS ARE
Clui-645-11F-F-FECt, T SS -A-M-D-F-OSS-I-L----FUEt----S-A-H-P+6r---------

REAL LuAU/TLDAD
:COMMON X(501.Y(50).R(53.108),HLAQ(120),HLGP(100$,GPW(100).Q,TLY.

-----------116b.tFF4P.Dr2A4.2WERH.mkO.P/,.milmi.0,moc.4.6".motOACA,PORSTT
C INPUT DATA

READ_.PORSIT.ADACA._RORC1:_aAdAW:DEPAIL.HAO
READ*.PERA
REAOS.RM.TLY
--R-EADP-9-2-14.--GT-4E-.r-FF;;?.EF'DWP ,EPL4-444-04L-4)H,
READ*.T.LNV.TSPA!E.TCON4).TOUTOH
READ*IEFFEI

C - WRITE BAST,. DATA
WRITE(*,699)
n1E11'41081
NRITE(*.701)PORTY
ORITE(*.702)2ERM

ORITEt+.8111DEPAQ
W RITE(P.7041R3N:W
ORITEE,",Tu7itu(..1(
NRITEtP.70T)RW
N RILELL.11811LY
WRITE(*.709)EFF4P
WRITE( *,710)4LS

EFE*4". ,-

WRITE(*.710)DTHE
WRITE('.7191EFr)NP
NRIItN.(48,1L0H

(_NWRITE(*..*.d12)/21)
T3UTD4

RITF
ORITE(*.724)DTA
NRITE( 0.725)TC3VHD

--4RITE4*--.4244-7-2-01NT _&
WRIrE(4,7Z2T,Ni
WRITE(41,7Z1)
ortrIET+.6azrErrs
Pi=4.+ATAN11.)
ROACAPORSTYAKCW+(1.-DORSTY)4KWICK
ILS=TLY165.*-24.*18.

C*****OECISION MAKIN; OF TEMPERATURE INCREASE AND HIGHEST TEMPERATURE
-----0.00""0-FOR-00M8-1-N4TI

IF(PERM.LT.30.1T) fEN
OTOC=10.
TuLC- 60.
ELSE IF(PERM.LT.60.)THEN

TOLC=368.
ELSE IF(PERM.I.T.110.)THEN
TOC=r4

TOLC=340.
ELSE
urOuss.
TOLC=330.
EADIFC'- AQUIFER TEMPERATURE
10=320.

GO TO 308
ENOIF
wRi(tt se-88i
NRITE(3,2011T3

NRITE( *.204)

Cal, Ea. YrVitikt itVilt4;-4"--4.64PERAT4RE
-4,LOAD=LOA01

511TIFILO .4 .L3
EGO

T2
F

304
NELI



C DIRE:T HEATIMG
TI=T_OUTD,I+DT4E
FLOw RATE, WELL SEPARATI-ON -AND AVAILASILITY aF iraurFER FOR

C 0IYEN CONDITIONS
C1=1.-34-01 4Raur..4-*( t O-T il )
O=SORT(ROWCW,0,TLS,'4./(20ACA*HWPI))
AAQ=(PI4.0,01,R04CA4A0/3.)*(TO-TENV-TENV*ALOG(TO/TENV))

.71:-Ittr-1-01t3
CALL GFPW(TO,TI,GPWAI)
DWPW=GAMAW,Q!MLJ4/cFFOW2
AOUI=L040,1-LS'(1.-ILMV,TsPAL:E)
AIN=AAQ4.(6PWAta)WP41+TLS/EPLANT
E=AOUTJA.IA
FFS=LOAD/EFF3-(SPWAIODW>W1/EPLANT
WRITE(4, 205)1.0A)tTI,4,11.E,FFS.GPWAV

.) TirN
ETQF 12

D/
Cunt:M.4m Ium u writ( MEAT -umr

139

TI=306.
301 flii..LT.2811-11-CEN

40 TO 402
ENDIF

-----CAAAAJ4-4f4TPUM,PC
COPM=TGONNP/(2.*(TCONHP-TI+DTA))
IF(CCIPM.GT.T.)T4EN
LEWK=1.

ELDW
ENDIF

C CONDITIONS
Q=LOAD/(RDWCW,ITO-TI1+ROWCW3(TOUTOM+OTNE-TI)/(COPM-1.))

ORTIROM-24.1
AwQ=(),I,D*D*R04:A*4414/3.1 *(TO-TENV-TENV*ALOG(TO/TENV))

C ERFORMANCE CAL:ULATIONS
LALL GrPWiiU,li,, WAY)
WCOMP=ROWCie1,(TOUTD4+DTME-TI)/(COPH-1.1
L nanittez kiCONIP
WFAN=0.0421*LDA3HP
DWPW=GAMAWQ*4LOH/EFFIND
OUT=te*-0.04LS :

AIN=AA(14-(6PW4i+DWPW+WFAN+WCOMP),TLUEPLANT
E=AOUT/4IN
Frb=Luauftrrl-GewArruw.wawFwm+w6Dmr),L0LANI

mcur PUMP
TI=TI-4.
GO TO 301

-CL A.40-4SSICNINC DI7:-.1ENT LOU
302 1,0A0=LQQ+LOA(11

00 TO 344

I. 31

304 IF(TO.LT.TOL:1T4EN

ELTOSE
TO+DTOC

IO=T0+20.

4

to fo 305
C HEAT PUMP ONLY
-Sub Salt( -,volt
C AQUIFER TEMPERATURE

311 IF(TO.LT.300.1TiEN
GO TO 312

WRITE(*,Z0z)
NR4TE(*,203)

SEWRITE(1204)PCI.ET
LOAD1=1 uuuuu,
LOAD=LOAD1

---3 0 9 I i 4L-0A-0.4T-.+040 .

GO TO 310
ENDIF
wRITE 1.
TI=T0-4.

3.1/7.___IFITI.Liw2111.1T4EN
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ENGO

TO
DIF

303

.CleM=14UNIeft4.'t14UNMVIlfU1 Aill
IF(COPN.GT.7.)T4EM
10.m=7
ENDIF

CmAil*FLow RATE, WELL SEPARATION AND AVAILABILITY OF AQUIFER FOR
-C*.*441-1-SIVCN-09-*13-

0=LOAD(GOPH1.1f(t34CM(TO-TI)COPH)
D=SORTIROw;W,QTLSP3./(20ACAmAD+PI))
AAw=1VIill'U'4.44,,A'4Awif.5.111 UicNVTtMV*ALU41,(UfAttiV1 l

CI+.*PERFORMANCE CALSULATIONS
AIL GFPwurnYI,GP,A1/)
wComP=RowCwOwiTO-TII/(COPH-1.)
wFAm=0.042119.0440

A/N=AA0+(GPwAlowCOma+wF4m)*TLS/EPLANT
E=AOUT/A/N
14-b=LuAyiEFrl-tarwomrw.7me+weam)/Leummi
WRITE(' +206/"1123tEIFFS2GPWAVrt****4&SST*BIN: 11T7F-WNT reurn.TraN T=mPcRaTu4E
TI=TI-4.
SO TO 307

OAO=CLN040C ,L0OA3f
C

GO TO 309
a

310 TO= 10 -4,
4"

--S49 pORmAT(*1*,sBASIC DAIA*1
700 FORMAT( *0***ADUIFERt)

--7-34--FORM-A-T-4-40-.4-244-0-54T14-Gr--rOU-1.-FERt-1-261( F12.2
702 FORmAT($ $1*INTRINSIC PERmEABLLITY*,13x,F12.2,* 40*1
704 FoRmATts t,*(mI3KNESS OF AQuIFER*,25x,F12.2,* M*1
cia.1 FunHaTi* ....f1FER*9454.F12.2.-x-
704 FORmATI: *,x4EAT CAPACITY OF MATER*,23X.F12.2.% J/N*3 K*)

J/ms.2 KtJ
707 FORMAT)* X.*2A3IJS OF:_i1 ELL*.41A.F12.2.* M*1
ros FORMAT)* t.ssrsrEm LIFE TIMEs,29X,F1.2.2,r YEARS*1

744FARMAN* *,*E-FF4CIENCY 3F GEOTHERMAL-FLUID 7`11HFL*T-Lel-wr-52.24 --
710 FoRmATts *.*SUR=ACE HEAD LOSS OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID*.8X.F12.2.: Mt)
717 FORMAT(*01,*HEAT/NG*1
711) PuRHAltxax.xTzn.-coci.Tutct DIrrEwcH.E £m TnE mE41

AF7.2.* Kt)
119 EORRALLX_FLIFFF'trrHIY,nr DOmECITC WATER_RMME1.1gr,F7_71
720 FORMAT)* tv*HEA3 LOSS'OF DOMESTIC WATER*,23X.F7.2.t Mx)
512 FORMAT)* $,XOUTLET TEMPERATURE OF DOMESTIC WATER*99X.F12.2,* Kt)

7?4 FORMAT(*0*.*A3)R04:1 TEMPERATUREt.3OX.F7.22* Kt)
7Z5 FORMAT(* t,t:ONDEWSER TEMPERATURE*.Z9X.F7.2.* KX1
(40 t'UKRATtXMX,FAIltKAI'L Zrt'Zw(iirt.Rt.44 &.;?' ru.141L ruzi. ruatK P'LAN'TS,

AF9.2)
__722EORMATr* ***;4/IRMMMENXIEMP.ERATUREI27Y.F7-2-*_fal__

721 FORMAT)* *,*33AOE FEMPE24TURE*03X.F7.2.* Kt)
200 FoRmAT(*1*,*3I2ECT HEATING AND COMBINATION OF DIRECT HEATING AND

AHCAT rum*)
201 FoRmAT(te*,*PUnCT/ON

JT"[LEMTPEP

.
* F11.2 Kt1

AtA.EFFL,TivEE4x-.4A,i.-341.. ruEL,5A.OGE.,TnEKnAL
203 FORMAT)* *111X,*TEAP*.ZSX.*SEPARATIONS.23.X.*SAVING

AtWORK_I_AVERAGz*,
FORNWTTt *,* (J/ScO)*,10X,*(Ki*,(xji)m4/5E:-.)tto
ASEC)X,11x,:CJ/SIC)*1

FOR.44144-0---.7E-1-4-.4-rirrev-F464.-64-9.414-w-F8-.-2-riri"(-v-F-6-si. 7
A1.4.* ** OHS)

205 FORMAT)* *,15W0.2,6X.=0.4.6X.F8.2.6X.F6.4.7X.E11
,o-
302 FORMATtt *,E11.4)
66Z___FORMATI* *.X-FF
312 STOP

202 FORMATI*0*,X4EA NG LOA3*.41).*INJcDTION*144,*FLOW RATEt.7X,tWELLt.unP4
s.sx,

-x-T*TNitezrx.fuxr

END
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Ur --'51(717TIN7: Isi-eli-
§UBROUTINE 6:34(13.T11;)WAV)

?IKON.. J110.1.1 I_ 5 a 1 (1.11 nni
ATLS.EFFGP,DE31a.RW,PERM,44Q,PI,GAMAW,O.NLS,ROAD4.R04CA,PORSTY
NTHETA=10

--8-sf-'"EST4SLIS4NENT 2f Aa2IFER RE-SISTAICES-AT-5-11RES---
BY OENERATIN; FLOW YIELD
OIST=0,10.

KKI=OAMAw+PERK*(0.987E -151/VISCOS(TI)

wTHETAIPUNT4=1-4
TWETA=DTWETA/2.
-NTLY-4-1F444
GAPIM=CQ*AftPINA4ROM0WIROACA
DO 51 I=104T1ETA
vuS-4.
X(I)=0/2.-ReDOS(TNETA)

THETA=THETA4OTMETA
XTN=X(I)

RO=2.*ALOG(OfRW1/(X(OeNIQ*OTNETA)
NCOUNT=1

R1=R0

40 VXTM=VX(KTstrTilA)*QAPI1
VYTN=VY(XTH.YTNIA114,2APrq

.14=-SiaR
L1=SORTC(XTH+A)*?+YTN2)
IF(L1.LT.0IST1'5.)T1EN

ELSE
OtS=EITSTfirTm
ENUF
DIT=OTS/31536300.
kTAM=4T-444-4LIT-t'OUS/2.
YTHM=YTN4VYTiiTS/2.
VXTHN=VX(ETM4,(14M.A)+0.4P/M
Virtiri 441

WTHN=SORT(VXT44**241(yrm1414,21
XTHFSXTM+YXT121.21.
TINF=YTM+VTT.WOT
1(THM=XT44.1/XT4WOTS,2.,s,

XTN=XT4F
YTN=YINF

AQ
VYN=VY(XTNM.fr44,A)*1QAf(PI*WAQPORSTY1)
MN=SORIL/m/34Z4vvw44'
OS=VTNN*DTS
VOS=VDSVNOS
TIM v =FZYzTT+]Tr
RES ST=R04.Z.*DIPORSTY(1.-XKI/KKOVI'VDS,(1200THET1+XKI)
NT=IFIX(TIMEY1
ittNTouG.NwOJNIIIKCM
00 5Z K=NCOUNTWY
kiLiCi=1,11.[R=;IST211+C=LOATtKlTY111[TtMEVTY11

52 CONT/NtE
R1=RESIST

NCOUNT=NY,i
ENDIF
1r ./1E..at.T,frImtm
;0 TO 51
EmaiF
L=SQRT(tXis+A)3+24YT4**2)
IF(L.LT.OIST+0.2)T4EM

R(I _tKK)=RO'XICOM(1
53 SONTINUE

GO fo
EmaIF



51 CONTINUE
C HEAD LOSS IN THE Aq4IFER

HLA110=Q*ALDLit51?WiFIXK-D*HAQ*PII

0T
DO 103 J2

..

001NTLI.
OT-144=4

DO 104 I=1,NTHETA
RTOTIN=RTOTIN././RCI,J1

*--O-ON1
RTOT=1.,(RTOTIN*2.1
HLAQ(J)=RTOTD

/us CUNTINUt
C HEAD LOSS IN THE WELLS. HEA D LOSS IN THE SURFACE SYSTEMS AND£ -HEAD-GA-IA-CUE TO BOUTIOVY EFF-Fr.!I

HLWELL=0.1543E'4Q*D.4/(4.*9.8141PI*PI+IRN"5/1
HGB=t(0.0642(T3+T/1/2.16.82) /1D000.)+CTO.-TD,DEPAQ

01-5-4 g 6
HLGPCJI=HLAQW+HLOELL+4LS-.-HG3
IF(HLGP(J).LT.O.)THEN
NL4PNDi.)1=0..FI

125 !ONTTFNUF
HLGPO=HLAQ0+4L4ELLH4LS..HGE,
IFIHLQ GPO.LT.O.ITHE4
L .

ENDIF
GPMMIN=;ANAW*O*NLGPO/EFFCP

142

UU LUb J=1,NILT
E.PWCJJ=GAMAWfleiLGPIA,EFFGP

10A CONTINUE
GPWMAX=GroW(NTLY)

C CALCULATION OF TOTAL GEOTHERMAL FLUID PUMP WORK 3Y TRAPEZOIDAL

GPWTOT=11.
Nit= tat.Y.1
UU 10/
GPWTOT=GPWTOTtG2W(J)

1117 VINT/RuE
GPWTOT=CPWTOT315360t0.+(GPWMIN+GPWMAX1 *31536800./2.
GPWAV=GPWT0T/INTLY*3153i000./
DURN

CH' ,ThJNot1UN
FUNCTION VIS:1SfT)
VZSZaSAc10((TZalGA51-+A20078-1.1
VISCOS=((VIS:OS+T-.281.585) i-2.1462..-120.)*10.
VISCOS=1./VISCOS
RETU
END

RN

L. QtPIKIT £L1N U r JACT. 1-371 Tx
FUNCTION YK(X.T.A)
Nx....11r**2-v**2A%*211(11**,..T4"02-..A**2/**244 'iv"Z/*IY"Z/J
RETURN
END

G ULhINLIIUN Ur rJN.IIUN rT
FUNCTION vr(x,r A)
NY*X*4144K"i...Y**2-.4**2,104k2+4 *(Y**-71*(1**2))RETURN
ENO
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B.2 Sample Computer Output of Constant Flow Model(Heating)

BASIC DATA

AQUIFER

POROSITY OF AQUIFER .20
-INTRINSIC PERMEA3ItI4
THICKNESS OF AQUIFER 108.00 M
OCPTH Of AQUIFER 28$1.88 M
HEAT CAPACITY OF WATER 4006880.00 JfM4w3 K

K

RADIUS OF WELL
--S-YS-T-EN LIFE TIME
EFFICIENCY OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID PUP

HEA$-tOSS- OF- G-EOT1tERNAt FLU

.15 It

.75

--TEMPERA-T-URE-OIFFERENCE IN THE ',CAT EK:HA1CCR 6.33 K
EFFCIENCY OF DOMESTIC WATER PUMP .80

-MEA-O-LOSS-10- DOM:STIC -WAT
OUTLET TEMPERATURE OF DOMESTIC WATER 383.15 K

HEAT PUMP

APPROACH TEMPERATURE 6.33 K
-CONOCNSCR TEMPERA-4 K

--AVERAGE EFFC:TIV:NESS OF FOSSIL FUEL POW:R 'LANT .58
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE 270.00 K

--SFLAOE--T-EMPERA-T-UR: 295.60 K

EFFICIENCY OF FOSSIL FUEL BOILER FOR WETIN; .75



DIRECT HEATING AND COMBINATION OF DIREST HEATING AND NEAT PUMP

PRODUCTION TEMPERATURE 320.00 K

HEATING LOAD

IJISEC/

INJECTION
TEMP
IK1

FLOW RATE

1M3/SESI

WELL
-SEPARATION

(NI

EFFECTIVENESS FOSSIL FUEL
SAVING
tJ/SECI

GEOTHERMAL PUMP
WORKOVERAGE

(J/SECI
42008E+02 311.48 .0582 858;12- -;0458 -8039E+05 :0092E+06 *9011

306.00 .0334 647.05 .0839 .1196E+07 .2651E+06
etwee .0249 56T.S0 4954 .1301E1112 .1911E+110

298.08 .0197 496.82 .1972 .1242E+07 .9649E+05
294.10 -448:94 .0941 :1130E+02 ;8632E+15
290.00 .1134 418.54 .0090 .9850E+06 .4810E05
286:00 ;0114 373.7111- ;1035 48257E+06 3630E111
282.00 .11099 351.72 .0781 .6582E+06 .2847E+05

-----04000E82- --311a411 .0254 -..:8182E+02- ;3391E.01 -"*ON
306.00 .1662 915.07 .0569 .4257E+06 .1115E+02
382.10 :0499 791.25 .0730 :1512E002 ;6299E+111
298.01 .0393 /82.68 .0809 .1795E+07 .4026E+06
294.81 :8321 r34:119 .0830 -;127TE,07 .2276E+06
290.00 .1269 500.59 .0015 .16160I17 .2024E006

NEAT PUMP WILT

PRODUCTION TEMPERATURE 316.88 K

HEATING LOAD

1J/SECI
.1000E+07

INJECTION
TEMP
1K1

FLOW RATE

111'93/SUS

WELL
SEPARATION

(NI

EFFECTIVENESS FOSSIL FUEL
SAVING
IJ/SECI

GEOTHERMAL PUMP
NORKI1AVERAGE

IJ/SECI

312.00
308.80

.0536 819.80 .0229 -.1602E+07 .6973E+06

.1268 57911-74----- ----10539- --la-380E406-- .1236E+16-
304.00 .0174 462.26 .0r17 .3965E+06 .2417E,09
300.00 .0127 398.60 .0762 :4275E+06 ;4004E+15
296.00 .0098 351.81 .0788 .3960E+06 .2466E185
292.00 .0079 315.33 ;07e7 :3403E+06 :1653E0-05
288.00 .0066 287.13 .0735 .2735E+06 .11(50-11)
284.00-
280.00

:0056-
.0048

-e64/02
244.53

71-07811

.0664
1-2002E+.06--

.1246E+06 .6749E+04
.2008E+07

312.00 .1071 1159.48 .8136 -.8265E+02 .2910E+02
308.00 .0536 019.08 60387 -.9634E+06 .7191E+06
304.00 .0348 660.81 .0506 .2653E+06 .3066E+06
300.00 --_ 563.71
296.00

.0254

.0196 496.41
-.0691

.0720
.5693E+06-----
.6152E+06

.1658E+86

.1023E+06
292.00 .0156 - 445.94 .. -.0228 .5613E+06 .6885E+83
208.80 .0131 406.02 .0709 .4613E+06 .4921E+05
284.00 .0111 373.30 -.0602 .3320E+06 *3602E+05
280.00 .0095 345.82 .0651 .1989E+06 .2061E+05
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C.1 Increasing Flow Model(Power and Heating)

PROGRAM GE 0 (INIPUTOUTP UT)
C THIS ROGRA m S IMUL A T:S THE Or:RA TIONS or GCC T.tC214L EN:RGYSYJS*EMS--
c WITH FORGED RE:D VERY FR OH AQUIFERS. WELL SEPARATION OF A DOUBLET

IS LIMITED AND D RODUCT ION MODEL IS AN INCREASING FLOW RATE MODEL
WITH -W-001(STWYTINJECTITN-T-EMPER-ATURE- AFTER -T qERIAL BREAK

C THROUGH. THE PERFORMANCES OF POWER GENERATION, +EATING AND
_F_GR _A _GIVE N E_R ERA TUR E

FUNCTIONS OF INITIAL FLOW RATE A NO INJECTION TEmRE RAT URE.
REAL HIP ,MCLw. N ELE:T
COMMON Xt:0),Y( GD) ,R( 20. Se, ,RulE01-7,01,HLAQE:B) Ot .

AHLwELLt50)1HLSP( 60) ,GPW ( 50) , XKO, XKI. RO.QI IL YNTLY.EFFGP DEPAD
ARW,PERM,HAQ,PI,SAMAW10,4LS,GPMmIN.GPwmAX,GPWAV,I0,TIIROACA,ROWCW,
ARORC R 0(KR TWZDITO ) ;NTHETA -01-ORSTY DTMETA

C DATA INPUT
w * GRC-R-pra-A-MAK-9-2-0W - --

RE A UP D. 4A PERM., Rw
READmTLY.DTP,EFFDP,EFFT.EFFG,EFFGP,HLS,DTA,OTHEIEFFDwoHLGH

I I . V

READ' NTHET A
READ*.EFFB

IEPLANTI.1
ROACA=PORSTY,PROWCw*(1.-PORSTY)+RORCR

_c_______peywY our RLsyr... 3ATL
WRITE:(P.699)
WRITE (',700)

WRITE (P, 702) PERM
WRITS Cm, 703) 4A Q
WRITE-T-, 34.1 ) Q
WRITE(', 704) R3W: W
wRITE4'.705)RDR7R
WRITEC',707)RW
wRITE CP, 706 ) TLY
oRITE ( PITO
WRITE( P820)iLS
WRITE1!_f_110)
WRITE I" .711)
WPITE (*.712)
wRIT-E (*.7131 CT 2
WRITE(', 903) EFFOP
WRITE (m,714)EFFT

WRITE(4,201)TENvP
WRITE(' 7t1)
WRITE(*.7181DTME
wRITE(P719)EFFOwP
1RITE(',72-04-01-6-444
wRITE(41,812)T3UTDI
WRITECP721)TSPACE
wMxISCP.201,TENin
WRITE VP 7Z31

WRITE
IEt_im z1. T A

Rfw Z S
5

T'IDNMp
WRITE(', 721) TSPACE
wRITE (P1201 I TEN)/ w
WRITE Cm 683 )F.20 NT
WRTt t*, 6021171F- 9

-
QI=(ROAGAmOmOmWAGI/(ROWC0*ILS))4PI/3.

116 CALLIAW/FR
CS=E1 /1.41-wIMINTIY1/
IF(IDS.GT.0.2)TiEN
GO TO---115
ENDIF
wRITE(3.202)QI
YV
wRITEim2204)I,TWOD(I)

203 GONTINUt
,-**44-4-PDWER--GEN6wATIO4

WRITEt*,7101
T0 -h10_
DO 100 NTO=1,3
TO=T0+20.
M 16. 9
WRITE(P,695)

L9 9



WRITE4*,69'
TI=335.
00 120 NTI=1,13

146

T
TS=TO-tTO-TI)*TwONNTLYI

6IFttTS-TI1.LT.10.1T1EN6TD-1-2T
ENDIF

CAL-IAALS04L-ER-TEMPERATJRE FINDER
TS=310.5
NFGIP=M462.-T8),100000./1.7996/**1.36461*1000.

DIFF=(TS-T13-0T31/NFGIP-IfB+DT;-TI1/tdoAVfPtTS-310.1)
D/FF1=.aIFF
T8f-=.7T-S

TS=311.
11 -S4TWE4

GO TO 120
ENO IF

CPAV/i;=(0.00545et(T3-310.1441.4175)+2.345)4.1800.
CLIFF=ITanTilflaFli/NFGIP-CTE1+0a=113LIGPAVIF4tT8-310.11
IFtDIFF.LT.0.1T1EN
TS=TS1+ASSt0/FF11/(ASS(DIFF1)+ASSTOIFF)1
ELS*
TB1=TS
DIFF1=0/FF

GO TO 1i
I FNDF

GRoss--PntR OUT'AND T-COssE5
CPAVIP=(0.00045s(tT8-310.11.417514.2.345)1000.

.t..4--6-2-..--.9-13LI-0411411..-1-1-2 9941 "J1-38_4.614.1 nCD -
MIP= S-T it P4 (CP AVIP* (T 8310. mFGIPI
PSPCIP=0.1745*ttT8-618.1.*1.95191*1000.

H12SIP=(0.81644PtTE1-310.)-0.000187*((a8-382.751**21*1.28381
A+11.251+1000.
GhCECTIFTrm-*Hle5/P-EFFT-SFFG--kOw*QS
HCLW=ttWFDF/tRDW,QS11+0.PW3ITS-TI1-mIP,H12SIP*EFFT)/(4150.*8.331

NCLIF=165.44MCLW*ROW*QS
CALL GFPW
NCLECT=GILCT w7 Dr WCI7' 41cLir C-0WAV
E=NELECT/tPOWCW*QI'tTO-TENVP-TENVP*ALOG(TOITENVP)11
FFS=NELECT/EPLAmT
wRiitt*.b9e111.1S.Nti-r4T.GNwmIN,5-RwMIITGTFWAY.t,FrS

120 CONTINUE
__4400 CONTINUE

C HEATING AND HEAT PUMP
WRITE( *,717)

DO 121 WT0=1,9
IFtTO.GE.350.1T1EN
OTO=ZU.
ELSE
DT ?-1 ti
ENDIF
TO=TO+DTO

WRITEt*,6951
WRITE(4.694)

C-""1"0.1PITTIRV.rnri
TI=311.48
Ts.T,TD=IID-211.1!INnntNTIT1
IFtTS.LT.320.1T1EN
GO TO 121

CALL GFPW
NTLOAD=R3wCw40I,(TD-T 1
0MPW=G-AMA*4-11,S÷Mt)m
FFS=HTLOAD/EFF8-(GPW4V+DWPW1/EPLANT
AIN=RDINZAILLI±11a_-_-_TENYM:nIZNV11!ALZOILDLIENVALL#AGPWATI.D_WPWL/EPLANT____
AOUT=HTLOAD*(1.-TENVH/TSPACE1
E=AOUT/AIN i

C CDNIBINATION OF HEATING AND NEAT PUMP



I-F-CTO-C4-4-04-4Y4E4
CO TO 121
ENDIF
I-3- 2.

CO 123 NTI=1,10
TI=TI-3.
-TS=TO=VTD=T-ITIFTWOUPTTUT)
IF(TS.LT.320.ITMEN
CO s_a_12
ENT IF
CALL GFPw

.

IF(C.O.PH.GT.7.)TiEN
COPH=7.
t/sr-TTF-
WCONIP=ROWCWQS*(TOUTOH-TI+OTHE) /(COPH-1.)
HILIOMP=.520UC10='-A-TOUTBH_-.114,31.HEI_AiliC-0_24P
HTLOOH=ROwCw4CISiTS-OTHE-TOUTOH)
HTTOT=HTLDHP+NTLEIDH
w
FFS=HTTOT/EFF9-(GPWAV+OWPW+14FAN+wComP)/EPLANY
AIN=ROWCW*OI*(r0-TENVH-TENVH4ALOGU0 /TENVH1) +(G0WAy+owpw+wFAN+

A-WCOMPF/EPCAWF----
AOUT=HTTOT*(1.-TENVq/TSPACE)
E-A-04T4A-IN
WRITE(4.692)TI,TSTMTTOI,GPwM/N,GPwmAX.GPNAV,E,FF3

123 CONTINUE
122 C01<T INUE

C HEAT PUMP ONLY
WRITE-f*'.723)
10=325.
DO 124 NTO=1.5

WRITE(*,696)091I.OS.TO
wRITE(*I695)
a/UT:A-0594)
T

___40 125 .NTIs.li12

TS=T0-(TO-TI)*IWOO(NTLY)

COPH=TCONHP,(2.(TCONmPaTI+OTA))
IFICOPH.GT.7.)TiEN

147

VVn - .

ENOIF
wCOmP=POWCw*OS*(TS-T/),(COPH-1.)
KTUFFP=ZU,w,D0115=TirsvLum).r-
WFAN=0.0421+-ULOHP

_F_F.54-44T4.47Arkp.i.EF_F.40.44.0.4444,,WCCUIP44tFA,141.t£-P-1.404T-
AIN=ROWCw*QIP(TO-TENVH-TENVH*ALOG(TO/TENVH))..-(G.WAv+WCOtip+w=AN)/

AEPLANT
AOJT- MTLDnP'(1.
E=AOUTrAIN
WRITE(*,892) TItY,HTLO00,GFWMIN.GPwMAX.GPwAV,E.F=S

124 CONTINUE
0I=s31-441.-04-5
GO TO 116

699 FOPHAT(t1tIt8ASIC OATAt)

701 FOPHATts0t,sOROSITY OF 80uIFERt,26x,F12.21
702 FORHAT(x x,=INrRINSIC PERmEASILITT1.23x,F12.2.* 40=1

---7113---OPHAITT-fr:XNESS-71-1OUIFERt;'25X;FIZ.Z Ht)
811 FORmAT(v t,$DEPTH OF AZJIFER:.29x.F12.2.$ mt)
704 F-0471,4T44--t-r-tAEAT C4P-A.C..4TY_oF_1iATER4-4.34-.F12-2,1-J14 **3 x4)
705 FORMAT(: !,=H=AT CAPACITY OF ROCK1924X,F1.2.2,t J,M**3 Kt)
707 FORMAT(: tetRADIUS OF WELL=q31x,F12.2 Mt)

709 FORMAT(: g,tEFFICIENCY OF GEOTHERMAL huIp kimAt,10X.F12.2)
710 FORHAT(t_lt,tPOwEP. GENER4TI0Nt)
11 t-OKICATirwt.fri-CT-7PENTATir-TTITATT CTCLECATURIT510-R1rUKINE-C/CLE171

712 FORHAT(s :,*:040ENSER TEmPERATURE=.29X.= 310.00 <t)
7 11 ---FORM-AT-4-t-X-,ZP-I-stzA___LEto, az-tuR.E1-,28X-.F 1 P. P t -111
903 FORMAT(: *9:EFICIENV D FEE!) PUmP.22X.F12.2)
714 FORMAT(: t,tEFrICIEN.Y OF TURBINE:,24X,F12.21

FORHATIt r,t:F-ICI:MCY or GCM:R4TOR*,22X,r12.2)
717 FORMATt$8t.:1EATIN;$1
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718 FOR-NAT444-,A1 ENP-ER4TURE-04F-g_ERsNcE_r_4_T4EArE4T_Ex_c_wANGERx,.6x,
AF7.2,* Ks)

719 FORMATt: A,AEFFDIENCY OF DOMESTIC WATER PuMPA,18K,F7.2)

812 FORMAT(* A,ADuTLET TEMPERATURE OF DOMESTIC wATERA,9X,F12.2,A K:)
7.

, 9-1.

FORt4ATJ;Q12ziikr PUMPS(--
7Z4--FORMAT(A0A;i4P3RDA0i-1
725 FORmATCA *,*DONDENSER TEMPERATUREA,29X,F7.21A KAI
721 F-0,PNAT-44-4-,44,_A_C_E_;_600#644_74RE4,=A,r_7.2,A K.A1
820 FORMAT(: lt,=SURACE HEAD LOSS OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID=18X,F12.29$ Mt)
697 FORmAT(=lz,:POWER GENERATIONS/

4-9 1 .

584 FORMAT(tlx,HEAr PUMP DNLYT)
683 FOR'HATIAILLIAVITRAiE EFFECTIVENESS OF FOSSIL FUEL POWER PLANTA.,

47 9:21-.- -

FORMAT(* x,$EFFICIENCY OF FOSSIL FUEL BOILER FOR HEATING =.F12.2)
-F-O-RAAT-44-4-,444VIRONAE-NT TEMPfRAT4RE-A.,..2-7X,F-7-2-,.z_KI)

2 02 FORMAT(*lx,3X,xrEAR*27X.sTWD=97X.*QI = :,F9.5,: 1 "3 /SECS)
204 FORMAT(: x,44.12,5X.r6.3)

=- 51--.*151

AF7.5,1 m**3/5E;25X,:70=s,F7,21$ K:)
695 FORmAT(I0x,4x.frix,9x,:TS:,10x,tLOADs.lix,:GPw4IN*,10X,*GowmAxx,

694 FORMAT(: A.0,K,s(K)A,8X,*(K11,8X,A(J/SEC)A0X,A(J,SEC)A,9x,
--4=441-SE-O.1=-.44X.°Ci4S-Er.:4-1-1-1SY1=4J/SZCJAa

692 FORMAT(s tipF8.2. X,F8.2,5X,t11.4.5X.E.11.4.5X,E11.4.5X.E11.4,4X,
AF7.4,4X,E11.41

END
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SU3ROUTINE ACIJIFR
THIS SUBROU-TIN: PER-ORM5 THE CALDULATIO.NS or "ON DIMENCieNAL

C PRODUCTION TEMPERATURE AND BASIC PATTERN OF AQUIFER
C RESISTANCES BY GENERATImG FLOW FIELD.

--COMM ON XISZT--;TT5121 ;7TZTi3-01 ;RNI20. al .NUICIT-3/0 T4IGT515011
AHLHELL(501.HLGP(50),GRw(50).XKO,XKI.RO,QI,TLY,NTLY.EFFGPIDERAD,
4Rw4pw4.04.40,R4,3,"4420,41.S....4-Fwm224GPHMAX,LipiikV.WOLACA,R.OWCW.
APORCP,xKR.T000(50),NTmETA,PORSTT,DTHETA
CIST=D/20.

TI1=300,
XKO=GANAR*PEP4*(0.987E-15),VI;CO_5(T01)
XKI=GAMAkiPER44(D.-987-1.5)/VMOS(T11)
ROACA=PORSTY*ROWCR4.(1.-PORSTWPRORCR

DTHETA=P//NTMETA
THETA=DIHETA/2.

DTDI=R0i44Cw*OIw31536000.,(ROACA*D.D*HAO)
PHDAI=ROWCH*ROACAmACelj/(XKR*RORCR'00)
RMDA-AV=RNDA-1-
TDI=0.

--CAAA'E*44.1.CULATION 0 F-N044-41-4E-N-S440441-TEARZAAT1)RE
NtLYY=NTLT+20
DC 10 I=1NTLVY

IF(TDI.GT.RI/3.)THEN
NI=I

ELSE
TWCIZt
ENDIF

113 CONTINUE

120 TOAV=TOI
CALL TEMP(PMDAAVITDAVITYD1
TuAV=1-1.7(-1.-71=4,1-iT,tTuI-PIt3.11
RHDAAV=RNDAI*TDAV/TOT

12.0-141CL111,--1KC_
CALL TEMP(RM3A4V.TDAVITWO)
TDAv=i1./(1.-Tw01.1.)*(TOI-PI/3.)/2.+P//3.

IF(EPSLON.GT.O.B001;THEI
GO TO 130
tNJ11.-
TWDOCNII=TWO

IF(NII.GT.NTLYr)THEN
GO TO 150

DO 20 Jr- NIINTL rY
TDI=T0I+DTDI

_12:111=7DIV
TDAV= TDAv1+0TDif (1.-Twol
Tunt=TAD
CALL TEMP(PNDAAV.TDAV,TWD)
ToAv=TDAvi+(i./(1.-TWO1) +1./(1.-TwO)1,FOTDI/2.

1'.0 T.WOOLD=TMD
CALL TEMP(RHDAAV9TDAV,TOID)
rotv-iuAlt-14.11-irrI.=TRVIT-*-1-.7-trw,=TWO'rrwDrUtrt:
RHOAAV=RMDAI3TDAV,TDI
FPSLON=TMD/Ddlltn-i-
IF(EPSLON.GT.0.0001)THEN
GO TO 140

THbD(J)=THD
20 CONTINUE

CAtt-UL-A-If-T-010-1?F--VON-STsettri-RES-'15-T-ItttetS
150 ROZ.*ALOG(D/Rm1/(XKO*440.0THETA)

on_5.0 T.1,-1,NTmrTA
VDS=0.
x(I)=0/2.-F60:05(THETA)
YtIlaRWASIH(TmEtA)
THETA=THETA+DTMETA



X.7-Hz..--x
YTH=Y(I)
0=QI

.

NCOUNT=1
R1=R0
-TYT=0.

40 VXTH=Vx(XTH,Yri.A)*(Q*4,(RI,HAO))*ROWCW/ROACA
C_O'Fla

VTH=SORT(VXT?0"P2+VfTH*2)
L1=S3RT((XTH+4)**2+YTM4.1.2)

OTS=DIST/(VT1*10.1
ELSE

ENDIF
OTY.,=UTS1-.31_53bRna.
XTHm=XTH+VXT1')TS/2.
YTHN=YTH+VYT443TS/Z.

3
NY=IFIX(T/NEYmi
NYY=NY+1

ONT=13I
ELSE
ONY=121/(1.-T4DDENY))
ENDIF

150

- .-
QM=ONY+(.3NYY-QNY)*(TIMErN-FLOAT(NY1
VxTHm=VX(XTHmOTHNIA)*tOr*A/(PIeHAO)),AROWCWROACA
VYTHm=VYUCTHm,YTHm4,4*(D.4*4/(1:1TILHAQ))*ROWCW/R0-4:1
VTHet=SORT(VXT4M**2,VYTHM**2)

YTHF=YTH+VYT.iN*DTS
xtHm=XTH+VXT-IM*OTS/2.
rtr1M - rt.

XTH=XTHF
YTH=YTHF
VX11=VXTXTRN:TTIO°1;T-(.I-A/TPIvHTIFF-FORSTY)F--
VYmI=VY(XTHM,VT4N,A)*(Q1*A/(PI*HAOPORSTY))
1.1141=S-ORT4.41M-I*...Z.VYMJ*4121,
DS=MTHM*OTS
VOS=VOS+VNI.OS

-
W4-IFIXCTIMEY1
NYY=4,(4.1
-IFINT:t4.u111=N
ONY=QI
EL-S
ONY=QII(1.-TNOD(NT))
ENO IF

0=oN(+(oNTr-Omy)*(TIMET-FLOAT(Ny)
Rr'SIST=R0+2.*PIw.PORSTY41.-XKI/xKOPPVDS/CQI*OTHETA-wxKI)
IPTNT.Ut.N:lialgT11-14SN
00 50 K=NCOu4T,NT
Rt-I,X4-=A4.*4RZ5-1.-S-TftR.14.114M.L.0.6.T.4144.-IX111- 4.72MEY-TY11._-_

50 CONTINUE
R1=RESIST

- i 1

NCOUNT=Ny+1
ENDIF
IF(TINETT;TOTTITREN
GO TO 30

---END4F
L=SORTI(xTo+1*2+TTH*4.2)
IF(L.LT.OIST*0.2)THEN
JJ _

R(IIKK)=ROXKO/XKI
60 CONTINUE

ELSE
GO TO 40
c 10-IF

30 GoNTINUE
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE GFP4

AHiwELL(50),HLSP(50),GPW(50),XKO,XKI.R090IITLY,NTLY,EFFGPIDEPAD,
ARWIPERM HAG '19.;AMAw/09_1LS,GPwHIN,GPwmAX9uPWAVJTO,TI,ROACA,ROWCW,

--ARORO 9 J'T,-0-19NTRETZIPD-RZTN-9-DrWETW--
xKON=GAMAW*PERH(0.987E-15),VISCOS(70)
XKIN-CAwAw*-PE-R$' (0...i0TEml-54/4IcCeS(TI)
RON=2.ALOG(D/RW)/(XKONHAODTHETA)
00 101 I=19NT4ETA

- -9
RN( IJ1= (1./XKIN-1. /XKON)*(R (IIJ )-RO) / (1. /XKI-1./ XKO) +RON

102 CONTINUE

C HEAD LOSS IN THE AQUIFER
DO 103-4=1-,441.
RTOTIN=0.
DO 104 I=1,NTHETA

M

104 CONTINUE
RTOT=1./(RTOTIN2.)
HLA TWD0(J))

103 CONTINUE
-C-*-3E*--*-H-E--O- -LOSS- -144--T4-E--WE:L-L-S-.---A-E-AD F4,CZ. S Y ST E. HS
C*****HE AD GAIN DUE TO BOUYAN:.T EFFECT

HLA00=QP.ALOG(0/RW) / (XKON*HAD*PI)
- ,

0=0I/ (1.-TWDO ( )

HLWELL(J1=0.054DEPAQ*Q.Q/ (4.109.81*PPTI(RW*".5) )
T W.-=T 0- t T 0=7117T WOO t JT-
HGB(J)=( ( 0.0642, (TW+TI1 '2.-16.82)/10000. )*(TW- TI)*DEP AO
ML GR4_14=A4-444-44-e-41-4E-1_1_44.1-**-44.5.0i43(4 )
IF( HLGP(.1).LT .0 . )THEN
HLGP(J)=0.

GPW (J)=OAmAlie-D,PHLGP(J)/EFFGP
105 CONTINUE

HLYILu=1.1 . . TRIM.7:11
HOBO= ft 0.0642'170+7D/2 .-16. 82 ) /10000.1*(TO-TI)*DEPAO
Hl'-PO-HLAnOeHl
IF (HLGFO.LT.11.) THEN
HLGP0=0.

F;PWHIN=G AM AWFOIHLGPO/EFFGP
GPWmAX=GPW( NTLYI

-Ulm-- i ul AL i,t. u 1 Ht01:41. PurP wORK wALCuLATIUN
GPWTOT=0. _4
NT L- NTLY- I
DO 107 J=1.NTL
GPWTOT=GPWTOT+;,W(J)

GPWTOT=GPWTOT,31536000. ( GPW,IIN+GPWMAX) 431536000./2.
GPWAV=GPWTOT/(WILT31535000. )
XECURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TENP(RNOA,TO.TwO)

IF(RNO4.GT.10080.)TNEN
NANGLI4E.1
ELSE IF(RMOA.U.500.)TNEN
NANGL=41
ELS
NANCL=20
ENDIF

ANGi!=i.
SUME3Z=0*
ERC=U.
Do it I=1,NAN;:.
0444-6=4444.404441.
IF(I.EO,NANGLIT4EN
Tp4=P1/3.

FTN=FTHETA(ANGL)
ENDIF

ERC=0.
ELSE
4RG=FTH,SORT(Rm0A*(TO-FTN»
IF(ARG.GT.25.)T4EN

ELSE
ERC=ERFC(ARG)
ENOIF
ENDIF
SuNERC-SUMERZA-E

11 CONTINUE
SUmERC=SUNERC-(ERC.5)

RETURN

FUNCTION FTNETA(A)

FTHETA=PI*COS(4)/(SIN(Ara*3.)*(RT-A+SINCAPPCOStAl)RI
RETURN
ENa

FUNCTION yiSCOSIT)
.., -

VISCOS=MIISSOS.J-281.5551*2.i4.82-120.)'10.
VISCoS=1./vIS:3S
RETURN
END

FUNCTION VX(K,f.11)

RETURN
FN0

FUNCTION VYtxtr,A)

RETURN
ENO
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C.2 Sample Computer Output of Increasing Flow Model(Power and Heating)

--11:11111-t12

POROS 1T f OF .Ou/F.R
INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY 100.00 MD

--fmlexttessaptwrit
DEPTH OF AQUIFER 2000.00 M

---MDAT-CA Wtt-00-0-11-i-01-WM1"-3

HEAT CAPACITY OF ROCK 2000000.00 J/M**3 K
RADIu3 JF RtLL .15 'N
SYSTEM LIFE TIME 25.00 YEARS

. rs

SURFACE HEm0 LOSS OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID 15.00 M

POWER GENERATION

ISO - PENTANE BINARY CY:LE(SATURATED RANCINE CYCLE)
N t 5ER TEMPERATURE

PINCH TEMPERATURE 6.33 K
_D PUMP .68

EFFICIENCY OF TURBINE .00
EFFIuIEc f vF GENERATOR .9V
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE -289.00 K

HEATING

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE IN,THE HEAT EXCHANGER
£fFC2£1Gt OF DOME.T C Of f? PUMP
HEAD LOSS OF DOMESTIC WATER

-- a -UTtET TCNfCRaTURC OF 0OMCSTIC WATER
SPACE TEMPERATURE

5.33 K

20.00 M
303.15 K
295.00 K

. 0.8 K

--1112PARIrkett-fiftWEllA

CONDENSER TEMPERATURE
--sints-rE MPERATORE

ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE

AVERAGE EFFECTIVENESS OF FOSSIL FUEL POWER SLANT
ffF

6.33 K
322.22 K
2e5;r411--K-

270.00 K

.30

. 15



YEAR IND

1 0.000
2 0.000
3 0.000

0:000
5 0.000
6 0.000
7 0.000
8 0.000
9 0.000

----10- 0.0017
11 .042
12 .106
13 .153

.195
15 .229
16 .25-1

17 .2.3
10 .299
19 .322
20 .341
21 .351.

22- .371
23 .387
24 .397
25 .404

POWER GENERATION

QI .01717 46,13/560

D= 300.00

TI
IK1

11 RI=

TS
1K1

.01717 14,93/SEG

LOAD
tJ/SEG1

QS= .02881

GPWHIN
TJ,S6G1

M''3 /SEC 10=

GPImAX
0/SECT

430.00 K

&PRAY
WSECI

E ITS
1J /SECT

340.00 393.65 .11091.06 O. .72836.05 .23476.05 .1641 .1103E107
345:00 .22835.05 .2025 .12136.07315:01 .36406.06 0. .08486805
350.00 197.69 .3849E106 0. .64766.05 .2884E105 .2142 .12836.07
355.00 399.71 .39571.06 0. .61586.05 .13896.05 .2202 .13196.07
360.00 401.73 .3900E106 0. .58896105 .1910E.05 .2214 .13276.07
365.00 403.75 .1087E106 0. .5664E105 .13001.05 .2163 .12166.07
370.00 405.77 .3782E106 O. .5478E105 .18686.05 .2104 .12611.07
375;00 .9324E105 --;18826.05 :1990 :11976,07407.79 .35911-.06 0;
300.00 409.01 .3365E106 O. .5212E105 .19146.05 .1872 .1122E107
383.00 411.83 .31051.06 .15746.04 .51256.05 .1968E+05 .1728 .10351.07
340.00 413.84 .2816E106 .33146104 .5067E405 .20116.05 .1567 .9386E106
315.00 415.86 .24196.06 .5265E104 .50346.05 .21251.05 .1390 .03296,16 1-
400.00 417.88 .21566.06 .7220E104 .50266.05 .2227E405 .1200 .7186E106 In

.L----



0EATING

--0r-300.00 M 01(m-7.-4ITIT 4375(1 1Smr-.028,t-11,93,SEC-----10m--53117.00

TI TS

IKI IK)

311.48 322:52
309.00 321.52

----306:00-----420-:-S1-------1-1-707E+07----

LOAD
1J/SEC)
.1272(007
.1490E107

GPWMIN
1J/SECI
.4706E005
.4752E005

GPWMAX
(J/SECI
.1778E106
.1787(006

GPWAV E FFS
(J /SECT (J/SECI

.9289E005 .1471 .2363E07

.9549(.05 .1333 0-439E,07

.4096E+05 :111113- 1.1513(.07.4712E405 .1066F006-----

0= 300.00 M Qt= .01117 M"3/SE3 QS. .02881 0003/SEG TO= 340.00 K

ft TS LOAD G511MI4 GPWMAX GPWAV F FF5

1K) 1K1 1J/SECI 1J/SEGI (J/SEC) IJ/SECI 1J/SECI

311:9 12-6T9 .1959E*Or 3973E+01 .1650E06 .8693(0.95 ----71166 -----;:i310E.137--

309.00 327.48 .2177E007 .3809E085 .1709(006 .1900E105 .1743 .2377E0-07

306.00 326.27 .2949E007 :3549E005 :1786E006 :9249(005 :1590 :2451E007

303.00 325.06 .22431.07 .381/t009 11' .1872E006 .9628E005 .1356 .2476(007

300.00 323.84 .3057Et07 .3778E005 .1967E406 .1006E006 .1204 .2457E007

297.00 322.63 .3393E+07 .3747E105 .2073(006 .1054E006 .1070 .2390(007

719.00 .1108E006_____ -;0979sr,trtfa :3rtsrwo, .2191E 006 .urer.er---
291..00 320.21 .4134E.07 .1692E005 .Z324(406 .1169E006 .0860 .2100E007

0= 300.00 M

TI
--(Kr

91=

TS

.01717 M"3/SFC

1040

QS= .02881

GPMMIN

M003/SFC to=

GPWMAX

350.00 K

GPWAV
1J/SEC)

E FFS

-'tKl TJ,SECr -(J /SECT f3/SEC) IJ/SEC)

111.45 334.44 .2646E001 .1171E+05 .1590(086 .8058E005 .2301 .3236Et07

309.00 533.44 .2869E+07 .3136E005 .1638E+06 .8113E005 .2042 .3312E00r

306.00 332.23 .3136(107 .3097E+05 .17151.06 .8654E105 .1799 .3386E37
303.00 331.02 .3430E407 .3060(005 .1001E006 .1136(005 .1576 . .3411(407

300.00 329.81 .1744E007 .3026(005 .1895E006 .9963E005 .1390 .3392E+07

19019E+07- .2934E+05 .2000E006 .9943(005 .1237 :3326E+07
e91T00 -32e. i4

294.00 327.18 .4410E007 .2965E005 .2111(006 .1440E006 .1109 .3208E007

291.00 326.17 .48211007 .2939E005 .2249E016 .1109E406 .1003 .30361.07

288.00 324.96 .5230(007 .2915E05 .2398(006 .1178E+06 .0914 .2804E007

285.00 323.25 .5660E007 .2894F+05 .25671+06 .1257(006 .0935 .2508(.07

282.00 327.54 .61361007 .2875(003 .2759(.06 .1348E006 .0724 .2142(007



--MEA1 -P0m,

0= 300.00 m 01= .01717 M4 +3 /SEC 1S= .02851 ti3/SEC TO=

11 TS LOAD GPHM1N GPWMAK
(K1 (K1 (J/SFC1 (J/SEG1 IJ/SECI

319.00----317.58-------;40081.06---- :585E105 .17591608
311.00 316.37 .7212E606 .5808E605 .1828106
308.00 315.15 .9617E606 .57671605 .19031406
305.00 313.94 .12251607 .57251.05 .19061606
107.nn 312.71 :151131 '07 .5641E605 .7070E+06

299.00 311.52 .1794E+07 .5059E+05 .2179E+06
296.00 310.31 .2099E+07 .5629E+05 .2292E406
293.00 309.10 .2418F+87 .5600E+05 .2417E+06
290.00 307.88 .7754E607 .5575E+05 .2558E+06

320.00 K

GPWAV
(J/SEC1

:11T11,05
.10471,06
.10401.06
.10775'16
:11.181006

.1163E406

.12151.06

.1272E006

.1337E606
;1010E106
.1494E+06
.1590E+06

315. OS K

F

:0450
.0514
.0666
.0710
.0726

.0726

.0716

.0700

.0681
;0600-
.0638
.0616

.

FF5
(J/SEC
:187511605
.18121.06
.3426E1606
.4546E+06
.53251.06

.581211606

.59861.06
:58221.06
.52931.06
;43081,06-
.3014E+06
.1191E/06

-3O-6r-5T-.31117E1117 .5552E105 ;21171106
204.00 305.46 .3478E+07 .5532E+05 .2896E+06
201.00 304.25 .30691407 .5514E+05 .3102E106

0= 300.00 M Qt= .01717 M37SEC 0S1 .02014 113/SEC TO=

-FES
1J/SEC1

1K 1K1
in1D----
177SEC

GPRMIN
(J/SEC1

GPRMAX-
(J/SEC1

GPWAv
1J/SECI

E-

309.00 312.55 .4808E+06 .6382E605 .1928E600 .1071006 .0460 -.1219E405306.00 311.37 .7294E+06 .6343E605 .2009E+06 .11061.06 .8576 .1309E+06303.00 310.15 .9943E1106 .63861,05 .2099E106 .1146E406 .osott .2374E+16300.00
-297:00

308.94 .1271E607 .6272E+05 .21981606 .11911.06 .0669 .31631.06
:15621+07 :6E40E4'09 .71241E+0630 T.-T3 :2108E6,06 s061,- :3656186294.00 306.52 .1066E+07 .6211E105 .24301.06 .1.291.06 .1617 .3830E.06291.00 105.31 .1185E+17 .6185E405 .2567E406 .1359E606 .0666 .3659E016

285.00 304.10 .25201107 .6161E05 .27201606 .1430E1106 .0651 .31141.06285.00 302.00 .20731+07 .6140E105 .2894E400 .1510E106 .0633 .21651.06282.00 301.67 .3245E+07 .61211605 .3091E606 .1602E606 .0614 .T1521.05219.10
276.00 299.25 .411501.07

.0105E+05

.6012E605
.33171106
.3580E406

;11'18E1.00-
.1832E606

:0594
.11574

-.1097Etv6
-.14991606

0= .300.00 91= .01717 M3/SEC 1S= .02881 113/SEC 10= 310. 00 K

T1 TS 1000 GP14MIN GPWMAX GPHAV E FFS
1J/SEGI----

tecl 1Kr-- 1.1fSEC1 1JfSEC1 tJtS1111- 1JfSEC1
304.00 307.58 .4935E606 .6996E605 .21251006 .1179E406 .0455 -.7533E+05301.00 306.37 .7571E406 .6961E105 .22221.06 .1222E+06 .0552 .3292E+05298.00 305.15 .10331+07 .69291605 .2330E006 .1271E100 .0604 .1132E400295.00 303.94 .13221.07 .00991105 .E4491,00 .1325E006 .0620 .16331.00292.00 302.73 .16251407 .6872E105 .2582E106 .1146E+06 .0634 .18041.06289-.-00-30/1-32--- :0630-- -71632E+08.19942+07 .08912005-- .27311'8E6 .1454E+06
206.00 300.31 .22191.07 .6825E105 .2099E606 .1432E606 .0620 .10751.06283.08 299.10 .26311.07 ;6006E405 ..3019(406 .1620E06 .0605 .10301.05
280.00 297.08 .3003E617 .6789E605 .31071.06 .1722E006 .0509 -.13221.66


